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kids-riddles
1 Why don’t tall mountains ever catch a cold?
Because they have a snow cap
2 Which of Santa’s reindeer has bad manners?
Rude-olph!
3 What do you call a famous lobster?
A lobSTAR
4 Why do you never bring a Pokemon in the bathroom, with you?
They might pickachu! (peek at you)
5 What room in your house do ghosts avoid?
The living room
6 What do sea otters use for money?
Sand dollars
7 What city has no people?
Electricity
8 Why can’t your nose be 12 inches long?
Because it would be a foot!
9 What kind of storm is always in a rush?
Hurricane
10 What is a duck’s favorite snack?
Quackers

11 What kind of fish chases a mouse?
A catfish
12 How do trees get onto the internet?
They log on
13 Why shouldn’t you give Elsa a balloon?
Because she’ll ”let it go”
14 What kind of table is good for you to eat?
Vegetable
15 What season dose Humpty Dumpty hate the most?
The Fall
16 When is the best time to go to the dentist?
Tooth-Hurty
17 What can elephants make that no other animals can make?
Baby elephants
18 What time do the ducks wake up in the morning?
At the quack of dawn
19 What is a frog’s favorite electronic device?
An iPad
20 Why did the boy bury his flashlight?
Because the batteries died
21 What time is it when an elephant sits on your fence?
Time to get a new fence
22 Which is faster, hot or cold?
Hot, because you can catch a cold but you can’t catch hot
23 What do Henry the Eighth and Kermit the Frog have in common?
The same middle name
24 What is the Easter bunny’s favorite kind of music?
Hip hop
25 What do frogs order when they go to a restaurant?
French Flies
26 What do you do if your golden retriever gets sick?
Call the dogtor
27 What did the baby corn say to its mother?
Where’s pop corn?
28 What is the sun’s favorite day of the week?
Sunday

29 What color can you eat?
Orange
30 Where do polar bears go to vote?
The North Poll
31 Where do salads try on clothes?
The dressing room
32 Why don’t cows get sick very often?
Because they have natural imoonity
33 What did the panda bear get when it fell out of the tree?
Bamboo boos
34 What building has the most stories?
The library
35 What is a kangaroo’s favorite year?
Leap year
36 Why did the woman take an elephant to the airport instead of a taxi?
The elephant had a bigger trunk
37 What do you call a bear with no teeth?
A gummy bear
38 Where do fish keep their money?
The riverbank
39 What did one wall say to the other?
I’ll meet you at the corner
40 What has no beginning, end, or middle?
A donut
41 What table you can eat?
Vegetable
42 Where should you put a noisy dog?
In a barking lot
43 What dress does everyone have, but no one wears?
An address
44 I am easy to get into but hard to get out of. What am I?
Trouble
45 What do you call a rabbit with fleas?
Bugs Bunny
46 What has to be broken before you can use it?
An egg

47 What kind of tree can you carry in your hand?
A palm
48 What has 4 eyes but can’t see?
Mississippi
49 What’s orange and sounds like a parrot?
A carrot
50 What kind of room has no doors or windows?
A mushroom
51 What kind of dog keeps the best time?
A Watchdog
52 What asks but never answers?
An Owl
53 What can you catch but can not throw?
A cold
54 What has a foot but no legs?
A snail

good-riddles
55 What has 13 hearts but no organs?
A deck of cards
56 A guy has 367 apples. You take away 34. How many apples do you have?
34, because you took 34
57 What has teeth but can’t eat?
A comb Things like a saw or a zipper could “bite” you
58 I am first on earth, second on heaven. I appear twice in a week, never in a month, but once in a
year. What am I?
The letter E
59 Jack and Jill were found on the ground dead with with water and shattered glass around them.
What happened?
Jack and Jill were fish, their bowl fell and broke
60 What does everyone need, want, and ask for for but never take?
Advice
61 I am a ship that can be made to ride the greatest waves. I am not built by tool, but built by hearts
and minds. What am I?
Friendship

62 In what month of the year do people eat the least amount of food?
February (It is the shortest month)
63 Why are there no living cats on Mars?
Curiosity
64 They are dark and on the run, without sun there will be none. What are they?
Shadows
65 What five letter word stays the same when you take away the first, third, and last letter?
Empty
66 If two is a company and three is a crowd. What is four and five?
Nine
67 What goes through towns and over hills but never moves?
Roads
68 They come out at night without being called. They are lost in the day without being stolen. What
are they?
Stars
69 I can be cracked, I can be made. I can be told, I can be played. What am I?
A joke
70 I can breathe but never talk, I can run but never walk, I can be picked but never be chosen. What
am I?
A nose
71 Which word contains all 26 letters but only three syllables?
Alphabet
72 I can bring a smile to your face, a tear to your eye, or even a thought to your mind. But, I can’t be
seen. What am I?
A memory
73 Everyone has me but nobody can lose me. What am I?
A shadow
74 What is it that no one wants yet no one want to lose?
A lawsuit
75 You use me from your head to your toes, the more I work the thinner I grow. What am I?
A bar of soap
76 Tear one off and scratch my head; what was once red is black instead. What am I?
A match
77 What is made of wood but can’t be sawed?
Sawdust
78 I am always hungry. I must be fed. Whatever I touch will soon turn red. What am I?
Fire

79 What goes all around a hockey rink but never moves?
The Boards!
80 I Start with M, end with X and have never ending amount of letters. What am I?
MAIL BOX
81 A woman is sitting in her room at night. She has no lights on, no candle, no lamp, no light at all
and yet she is reading. How is that possible?
She is reading braille
82 What is often returned but is never borrowed?
Thanks
83 What has hundreds of ears but can’t hear?
A corn field (it has ears of corn)
84 Where can you find success before work?
In the dictionary
85 What do you call a three humped camel?
Pregnant!
86 Why is an island like the letter “T”?
Because both are in the middle of the water (T is the middle word of “water”)
87 What ten letter word starts with gas?
Automobile
88 I am a seed with three letters in my name. Take away the last two and I still sound the same.
What am I?
Pea
89 I’m am everywhere and a part of everyone. I am at the end of space and time and existence itself.
What am I?
The letter E
90 What is something that you always have but always leave behind?
Fingerprints
91 What when read from right to left is a servant but when read from left to right is a ruler?
God
92 This old one runs forever but never moves at all. He has not lungs nor throat, but still has a
mighty roaring call who is he?
A waterfall
93 Why can’t you trust the law of gravity?
Because it will always let you down
94 What is lighter than a feather but the world’s strongest man can’t hold for Long?
Your breath
95 What comes one time in today, three times in tomorrow and never in the future?

The letter ‘O’
96 What is a pirates favorite letter?
Ah, a pirates first love will always be the C, but they can’t make it without the R
97 What has one head, one foot, and four legs?
A bed
98 A man was taking a walk and it started to rain. He did not bring an umbrella or wear a hat. All of
his clothes got wet but not a single hair got wet. How is this possible?
He was bald
99 What has 12 faces and 42 eyes?
A pair of dice
100 What has keys but no locks, Space but no room, You can enter but you can’t exit.
A keyboard
101 What stays in one corner but travels around the world?
A stamp
102 What is one in every doll, in every doll, in every doll?
Russian nesting dolls
103 Who are people you see everyday, but you don’t know?
Strangers
104 If I stand on top of a hill and ring a loud bell between two houses. Which house will hear the bell
first?
Neither, houses don’t have ears can’t hear
105 What is the tree that we all carry in our hand?
Palm
106 How do you spell hard water with only three letters?
ICE
107 If one man can dig one hole in two days, how long will it take for two men to dig half a hole?
There’s no such thing as half a hole
108 Say my name and I am no more. What am I?
Silence
109 I shave everyday but my beard always stays the same. Who am I?
A barber
110 A son and engineer go fishing. The boy was the engineer’s son but the engineer wasn’t the boy’s
dad. How was this possible?
The engineer was the boy’s mom
111 What kind of coat can you only put on when it’s wet?
A coat of paint
112 Two coins add up to 30 cents. One of them is not a nickel. What are the coins?

A quarter and a nickel One of the coins is not a nickel but the other one is
113 A man kills his wife and hides the body in some bushes. The next day the police call and say his
wife has been murdered and tell the man to come to the crime scene right away. As soon as the man
gets there he is arrested. Why?
The police never told him where the crime scene was
114 A rooster laid an egg on top of a barn, which way did it fall?
Roosters don’t lay eggs
115 Imagine you are in a sinking boat and surrounded by sharks. What could you do to survive?
Stop imagining
116 What do you throw out when you need it but put away when you don’t?
An anchor
117 One day a man jumped from a plane without a parachute and suffered no injuries, how is that
possible?
The plane was on the ground
118 I’m always hungry and must be fed, the finger I touch will soon turn red, what am I?
A fire
119 When I’m first said, I’m quite mysterious, but when I’m explained, I’m nothing serious. What am
I?
A Riddle!
120 I am odd number, remove one letter and I become even, what number am I?
Seven, take out the “S” and it will become even
121 I am weightless but can be seen. Put me in a bucket and I’ll make it lighter. What am I?
A Hole
122 A plane crashes directly on the border of the US and Canada. Where do they bury the survivors?
You don’t bury survivors
123 I am black when clean and white when dirty. What am I?
I am a chalkboard
124 A construction worker fell off a 100 foot ladder but didn’t die. How is that possible?
He fell off the bottom rung
125 I am a container with no sides and no lid, yet golden treasure lays inside. What am I?
An egg
126 What has a soul but doesn’t live and a tongue but can’t taste?
A shoe
127 What is easy to spot but hard to find?
Talent
128 If you want me you’ll have to share me but if you share me I will be gone. What am I?
A secret

129 How many birthdays does the average women have?
One birthday, the rest are just birthday celebrations or parties
130 I gurgle but never speak, run but never walk, have a bed but never sleep. What am I?
I am a river
131 What has a bed but does not sleep, and can run but cannot walk?
A river
132 You can drop me from the tallest building and I’ll be fine, but if you drop me in water I die. What
am I?
Paper
133 When does yesterday come after today?
When it is in the dictionary
134 You bury me when I’m alive and dig me up when I’m dead. What am I?
A plant
135 I have an eye but cannot see. I am fast but I have no limbs. What am I?
A hurricane
136 I can be written, I can be spoken, I can be exposed, I can be broken. What am I?
News
137 Everyone has me except for a few. You may not be able to identify me but I can always identify
you. What am I?
Your fingerprints
138 Sometimes I walk in front of you. Sometimes I walk behind you. It is only in the dark that I ever
leave you. What am I?
Your shadow
139 How can you say “Robert and Richard Purchased A Rottweiler”, without using any R’s?
Bob and Dick bought a dog
140 A boy throws a baseball. It travels 40 feet and then goes right back to the boy. How is that
possible?
The boy threw the baseball straight up in the air
141 It weighs next to nothing but no one can hold it for long. What is it?
Your breath
142 What has 13 hearts, but no other organs?
A deck of cards
143 What never asks questions but is often answered?
A doorbell
144 Why is the letter B always cool?
It is in middle of A & C
145 What comes down but never goes up?

Rain
146 Every night I’m told what to do and each morning I do what I’m told, but I still do not escape
your scold. What am I?
An alarm clock
147 If your aunt’s brother is not your uncle, what relation is he to you?
He is your father
148 Can you name three consecutive days without using Sunday, Wednesday and Friday?
Yesterday, today and tomorrow
149 A is the father of B, but B is not the son of A. How is that possible?
B is the daughter of A
150 What kind of coat is best put on wet?
A coat of paint
151 On which day of the year do fewest people die?
February 29th
152 What gets wetter the longer it is left out in the sun?
Ice
153 I am first on earth, second in heaven. I appear twice in a week, never in a month, but once in a
year What am I?
The letter “E”
154 What can always be measured but never can be seen?
Time
155 It is a Sunday morning and a man comes to find his wife dead. The maid said she was cleaning
the kitchen, the mailman said he was delivering mail, the nanny said he was teaching the kids, and
the farmer said he was harvesting his crops. Who done it?
The mailman did it because the mail does not come on Sunday
156 What question can you ask where you can get different answers every time but all the answers
being correct?
What time is it?
157 You walk a mile south, a mile east and then a mile north. You end up in exact same spot you
started. Where are you?
The North Pole
158 Everyone is attracted to me and everybody falls for me. What am I?
Gravity
159 What must you give before you can keep it?
Your word
160 What did the pig say when the farmer caught him by the tail?
That is the end of me

161 What can you add to the number one to make it disappear?
Add the letter “G” and it’s gone
162 I am the son of your grandmother and grandfather but not your uncle. Who am I?
Your Dad
163 What is something you can give away as many times you want without ever losing it?
Your name
164 What man can shave 10 times a day and still have a beard?
A barber
165 Which word contains all 26 letters?
Alphabet
166 What two letters in the alphabet say goodbye?
CU
167 A man was cleaning the windows of a four story building. He slipped and fell off the ladder, but
wasn’t hurt. How is that possible?
He fell from the first step of the ladder
168 What do you throw out when you want to use it, but take in when you don’t want to use it?
An anchor
169 You use a knife to slice my head and weep beside me when I am dead. What am I?
An onion
170 I am always in front of you but yet I am never here. What am I?
The future
171 A ship is filled with people yet there is not a single person on board. How can that be?
Everyone on board was married
172 What does everyone know how to open but not how to close?
An egg
173 You use it between your head and your toes, the more it works the thinner it grows. What is it?
A bar of soap
174 What is put on a table, cut, but never eaten?
A deck of cards
175 I run but cannot walk, sometimes sing but never talk. What am I?
A clock
176 What can fly without wings?
Time
177 I am needed in life but not in death. You can’t have fun without me. What am I?
The letter F
178 Sometimes I am light, sometimes I am dark. Most people like me. What am I?
Chocolate

179 A man purchased a $10,000 car but he didn’t have to pay a penny. How did he do it?
He didn’t have to pay a penny, he had to pay $10,000
180 What has no lid, hinges or key, yet golden treasure can be found inside?
An egg
181 How many animals of each species did Moses take on the ark with him?
None, Moses was not on the Ark, Noah was
182 If you look in water you might see me yet I never get wet. What am I?
A reflection
183 When does an Irish potato change its nationality?
When it becomes French fries
184 The last man on Earth received a phone call, who was the caller?
A woman
185 How do you make the number one disappear by adding something to it?
Ad the letter “g” to “one” and it is gone
186 What is something you will never see again?
Yesterday
187 You can’t keep this without giving it first?
A promise
188 How can a person go eight days without sleep?
The person sleeps at night
189 How many eggs can you put into an empty basket?
One, then it will no longer be empty
190 What has a head but never weeps, has a bed but never sleeps, can run but never walks, and has
banks but no money?
A river
191 Without me you will surely die. Too much of me and like a pig you may lie. What am I?
Food
192 What has four fingers and a thumb but is not alive?
A glove
193 Mary’s mother had three duaghters. The first was named April and the second was named May.
What was the name of the third daughter?
Mary
194 What always murmurs but never talks. Always runs but never walks. Has a bed but never sleeps.
Has a mouth but never speaks.
A river
195 What seven letter word has hundreds of letters in it?
Mailbox

196 What can you add to a wooden box to make it lighter?
Holes
197 How many apples grow on a tree?
All apples grow on trees
198 I am not alive but I can die. What am I?
A battery
199 What gets whiter the dirtier it gets?
A chalkboard
200 What is full of holes but can still hold water?
A sponge
201 What do you answer that never asks a question?
A telephone
202 What instrument can you hear but never see?
Your voice
203 How many of each animal did Moses take on the ark with him?
None, Moses was not on the ark
204 What can be broke without touching it?
A promise
205 What goes up and never comes back down?
Your age
206 I travel all over the world, but always stay in my corner. What am I?
A stamp
207 Poor people have it. Rich people need it. If you eat it you die. What is it?
Nothing
208 What has a head and a tail, but no body?
A coin

easy-riddles
209 When does Christmas come before Thanksgiving?
In the dictionary
210 Three men are on a boat. The boat sinks but only two people get their hair wet. Why?
The third man was bald
211 I get smaller every time I take a bath. What am I?
Soap

212 What goes through towns and over hills but never moves?
Roads
213 They come out at night without being called. They are lost in the day without being stolen. What
are they?
Stars
214 What has hands but can’t pick up anything?
A clock
215 What do you throw away that keeps on returning?
Boomerang
216 Tear one off and scratch my head; what was once red is black instead. What am I?
A match
217 Tear off my skin and I won’t cry but you will. What am I?
Onion
218 I start with S and end with IT, and have you in the middle. What am I?
Suit
219 I have cities but no houses, moutains but no trees, and water but no fish. What am I?
A map
220 What month do all soldiers hate?
March
221 Why is an island like the letter “T”?
Because both are in the middle of the water (T is the middle word of “water”)
222 What do you call a tick that loves math?
A arithmetic
223 Why is it so easy to measure fish?
Because they come with their own scales
224 Joe’s father had three son’s Snap, Crackle and?
Joe
225 What has 13 hearts but no other organs?
A pack of playing cards
226 You are my brother but I am not your brother. Who am I?
Your sister
227 What do sea otters use for money?
Sand dollars
228 What comes one time in today, three times in tomorrow and never in the future?
The letter ‘O’
229 What is the mistake in the the following list: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ?
The word “the” is repeated

230 What can you fill a room with that takes up no space?
Light
231 What has one foot and no legs but carries its house?
A snail
232 What is a duck’s favorite snack?
Quackers
233 What can you hold in your left hand but can never hold in your right hand?
Your right hand
234 I exist in life but not in death. You can’t have fun without me. What am I?
The letter “f”
235 What instrument can you hear but never see?
Your voice
236 A son and engineer go fishing. The boy was the engineer’s son but the engineer wasn’t the boy’s
dad. How was this possible?
The engineer was the boy’s mom
237 What pulls you down and never lets go?
Gravity
238 I am dark, nobody can see me, I’m very far, nothing can escape me. What am I?
A black hole
239 What gets bigger the more you take away from it?
A hole
240 You see a boat filled with people. It has not sunk, but when you look again, you don’t see a
single person there. Why?
They are all married
241 Railroad crossing, watch out for the cars, how do you spell that without any R’s?
That How do you spell THAT
242 There is a dog on one side of a lake and a woman on the other. The woman calls the dog over
and when he gets there he is not wet at all. How is this possible?
The lake is frozen
243 I have hands I can move but I cannot clap, what am I?
A Clock
244 What is at the end of every rainbow?
The letter “W”
245 How many people are dead in a standard grave yard?
All of them!
246 What has two ends but no beginning?
A rope

247 There are 7 birds in a tree. A hunter shoots one bird down. How many birds are left in the tree?
None because the rest of them got scared and flew away
248 I have a ring, but no hands. I used to be plugged into the wall but now I follow you every where.
What am I?
A Telephone
249 Once you have it, you want to share it. Once you share it, you don’t have it. What is it?
A secret
250 A man is in his car. He sees three doors; a golden one, a diamond one and a silver one. Which
door does he go through first?
His car door
251 We see it once in a year, twice in a week but never in a day. What is it?
The letter E
252 You buy me to eat, but never eat me. What am I?
Silverware
253 What ends everything always?
The letter ‘g’
254 You go at red and stop at green. What am I?
A watermelon
255 What can you serve but not eat?
A tennis ball
256 A mansion is on fire. There are three rooms: A room full of money, a room full of expensive
paintings, and a room full of gold and precious jewels. Which room do the policeman put out first?
None, they are POLICEmen
257 I stay with you all the day but not at night. What am I?
I am your shadow
258 I am not alive but I can grow. I do not have lungs but I need air to survive. What am I?
Fire
259 A teacher has a class of 30 children but only 2 pupils. How is this possible?
The teacher has 2 pupils in her eyes
260 People always ask for me even though they don’t like to face me. What am I?
The truth
261 People buy me to eat but they never eat me. What am I?
Plates and cutlery
262 I have many keys but I cannot open a single lock. What am I?
A Piano
263 What is the only word that is spelled wrong in the dictionary?
Wrong

264 What can you easily break but never touch?
A promise
265 What can you hold but not touch and release without throwing?
Your breath
266 My seas have no water, my mountains have no rock, and my land has no grass. what am I?
A map
267 I have two hands, but cannot hold. I have no mouth, but the unknown can still be told. What am
I?
A clock
268 What has a tongue but does not eat or speak?
A shoe
269 If an electric train is going West at 90 miles per hour and there is a strong Easterly wind, which
way does the smoke from the train drift?
Electric strains don’t make smoke
270 I am the only organ in the human body that gave itself it’s own name. What am I?
The brain
271 Forwards it’s heavy, but backwards it’s not.
Ton
272 What can be larger than you without weighing anything?
Your shadow
273 If lightning strikes an orchestra who is the one most likely to get hit?
The conductor
274 What was the first man made invention that could see through a wall?
A window
275 What goes up and down but never moves?
Stairs
276 What do you find in the middle of Paris?
The letter “R”
277 What is the center of gravity?
V
278 You can hold it without seeing or touching it. What is that?
Your breath
279 I am always on my way, but never arrive today. What am I?
Tomorrow
280 Which month has 28 days?
All months
281 What eight letter word contains all of the twenty six letters?

Alphabet
282 The more I appear The less you see. So riddle me this: What could I be?
Darkness
283 What has a neck but no head?
A bottle
284 What has hands but cannot clap?
A clock
285 What goes up when rain comes down?
Umbrellas
286 What disappears the instant you say its name?
Silence
287 I am tall when young but short when old? What am I?
A candle
288 What two things can you never eat for breakfast?
Lunch & Dinner

brain-teasers
289 A man kills his wife and hides the body in some bushes. The next day the police call and say his
wife has been murdered and tell the man to come to the crime scene right away. As soon as the man
gets there he is arrested. Why?
The police never told him where the crime scene was
290 My goal is to have $12. If I save $1 a month then it will take me 12 months to save $12. If I save
$2 a month then it will take me 6 months to save $12. What if I saved $1.50 each month? How many
months would it take me to save $12?
8 months
291 You are trapped in a room with no windows or doors. You have a knife and an orange. How do
you escape?
You use the knife to cut the orange in half Half plus half equals a hole and you escape
through the hole
292 A woman lives alone in a farmhouse. Two prison escapees intend to kill whoever they see in the
farmhouse that night and hideout there. That night, the attack happened but the woman survived.
How is that possible?
The two escapees attacked and killed each other
293 A girl goes to her mother’s funeral and meets the man of her dreams but she doesn’t get his
name or number. Nobody knows who the man is. Three days later the girl kills her own sister. Why?
To see if the man would come to her sister’s funeral
294 When I take five and add six, I get eleven, but when I take six and add seven, I get one. What am

I?
A clock
295 A woman is sitting in her hotel room when there is a knock at the door. She opens the door to
find a man whom she has never seen before. The man said “oh I’m sorry, I thought this was my
room.” He then went down the hallway and took the elevator. The woman went back into her room
and phoned security. Why?
You don’t knock on the door of your own room
296 A man is trapped in a room. The room has only two possible exits: two doors. Through the first
door there is a room constructed from magnifying glass. The blazing hot sun instantly fries anything
or anyone that enters. Through the second door there is a fire-breathing dragon. How does the man
escape?
He waits for night and goes through the first door
297 What do the following words have in common: Racecar, Civic, Eye, Level?
They are all palindromes They can be read the same backward and forward
298 Mary was born on December 25th, yet her birthday is always in the summer. How is this
possible?
Mary lives in the Southern Hemisphere
299 A town has only two barbers. One of the barbers has a nice, tidy haircut, and the other has a
shaggy, messy haircut. Which barber should you go to?
The one with the messy haircut because he cuts the barber’s hair that has the nice haircut
300 Two men had lunch together and order iced teas to drink. One man had five during lunch while
the other man had only one. All of the drinks were poisoned. The man that had only one drink died
but the man that had five drinks survived. How can that be?
The poison was in the ice The ice never had a chance to melt in drinks of the man that had
five iced teas
301 Five men went into a church in the pouring rain. None of the men had an umbrella but one man
did not get wet. How is that possible?
He was in the casket
302 Two men are playing chess. They play five games. Each man wins three games. How is that
possible?
They were not playing each other
303 A bus driver goes the wrong way on a one way street. He passes the cops but they don’t stop
him. Why?
He was walking
304 A farmer has a wolf, a chicken, and a bag of grain he needs to get accross a river. He has one
boat to take them all across. He can only take one at a time. He cant leave the wolf alone with
chicken or the chicken alone with grain. How does he do it?
He takes chicken first He takes the wolf over second and comes back with the chicken He
drops of the chicken and takes the grain to the other side with the wolf Last he goes back
to get the chicke
305 A man shot his wife, soaked her in acid, then 10 minutes later took her out to dinner. How did
he do it?

The man shot a picture of his wife then developed it
306 A boy and his father are in a car crash. The father dies and the boy is rushed to the hospital.
They surgeon see’s the boy and says I cannot operate on him, he is my son. Who is the surgeon?
The boy’s mother
307 What is in seasons, seconds, centuries and minutes but not in decades, years or days?
The Letter “n”
308 An archaeologist digs up two perfectly preserved bodies. He immediately identifies them as
Adam and Eve. How can he tell they are Adam and Eve?
They had no belly buttons
309 A square house is being circled by a large bear. All of the walls of the house face South. What
color is the bear?
White because it is a polar bear
310 What is weightless but takes two people to hold it?
Friendship
311 What English word sounds the same even after you take away four of its five letters?
Queue
312 A man leaves home and turns left three times. When he returns home he finds two men wearing
masks. Who are the two men?
The umpire and catcher
313 Thirty-two white horses on a red hill. When you talk, they move. When you’re silent, they stand
still. They can be lost, but replaced only once.
Teeth
314 A hobo can make a new cigarette from 4 cigarette buts. If the hobo finds 16 cigarette butts, how
many cigarettes can he make?
5, four from the original 16 butts and one more from the butts of those cigarettes when he
smokes them
315 What are four days of the week that begin with the letter “T”?
Tuesday, Thursday, Today, Tomorrow
316 The rungs of a 10 foot ladder attached to a ship are 1 foot apart. If the water is rising at the rate
of two foot an hour, how long will it take until the water covers over the ladder?
Never, the ladder rises with the ship
317 A doctor gives you 5 pills and tells you to take one every 30 minutes. How long will it take you to
finish the pills if you follow the doctors orders?
2 Hours
318 You have a dime and a dollar. You buy a dog and a collar. The dog costs one dollar more than
the collar. How much is the collar?
5 cents
319 The person who makes it, has no need of it. The person who buys it, has no use for it. The
person who uses it can neither see nor feel it. What is it?

A coffin
320 A sundial is the timepiece with the least amount of moving parts. What is the timepiece with the
greatest amount of moving parts?
An hourglass
321 A cyclist in a cross-country race, just before the crossing finish line overtakes the person in
second place. What place did the cyclist finish in?
Second
322 You throw away the outside then eat the inside. Then you throw away the outside and eat the
inside. What is it?
An ear of corn

math-riddles
323 If two is a company and three is a crowd. What is four and five?
Nine
324 What do you call a tick that loves math?
A arithmetic
325 What do the numbers 11, 69, 88, and 96 all have in common?
They are all read the same upside down
326 What number is twice the sum of it’s digits?
18
327 Where can you place one line to make the following true, 5+5+5=550?
Add a line to the first plus sign to make it the number 4, 545+5=550
328 There are two fathers and two sons. They walk into a candy store and each buys a candy bar for
50 cents. The total for all of the candy bars was $1.50. How is that posibble?
There was a grandfather, a father and a son
329 20+20+20=60. How can you make 60 again by using the same number 3 times, but it can’t be
20?
Use the number 5 three times, 55+5=60
330 How many days are there in 4 years?
1461, because one of the years is a leap year 365 x 4= 1460 + 1= 1461
331 There was a girl half my age when I was 12, now I am 64, how old is she?
58, half of 12 is 6 so 64-6 is 58
332 Math time. If you are cold where do you go to become hot?
To the corner because it is 90 degrees
333 How can you give someone $83 using exactly 7 bills, without using any one dollar bills?
Give them, 1 fifty dollar bill, 1 twenty dollar bill, 1 five dollar bill and 4 two dollar bills

334 You want to purchase 3-cent stamps. You’re at the post office and waiting in line for your turn.
How many 3-cent stamps you will get in a dozen?
12
335 6 = 12, 3= 6, but 5 does not = 10, how come?
There are six letters in 12 , three letters in six and 3 letters in 10
336 What is the next number in the following series: 100 365 24 60?
60, the are 100 years in a century, 365 days in a year, 24 hours in a day, 60 minutes in and
hour and 60 seconds in a minute
337 Divide 20 by half and add 30, what do you get?
70, 20 divided by 1/2 (5) + 30 = 70
338 How can you take away 1 from 19 and the result would be the number 20?
When it is the Roman numeral XIX You take away “I” leaving “XX” which is 20
339 What three number result in the same answer whether they are added together or multiplied?
1, 2, & 3 (1+2+3=6 1x2x3=6)
340 When can you add 2 to 11 and get 1 as the answer?
When you add 2 to 11 o’clock you get 1 o’clock
341 Why was the math book always so depressed?
Because it had so many unsolved problems
342 If 3 salesmen can sell three cars in seven minutes, how many cars can six salesmen sell in
seventy minutes?
60 cars
343 What 3 digit number will give you the same answer whether you subtract 5 or divide by 5?
625
344 Joe has been hired to paint the numbers 1 through 100 on 100 apartments. How many times will
he paint the number 8?
Twenty
345 Your mother’s brother’s only brother-in-law is asleep on your couch. Who is asleep on your
couch?
You’re father
346 Mr. Smith has 4 daughters. Each of his daughters has a brother. How many children does Mr.
Smith have?
Five
347 My age today is three times what it will be three years from now minus three times what my age
was three years ago. How old am I?
18
348 How much dirt is there in a hole that is 3 ft deep, and 9 inches in diameter?
None, it is a hole
349 Which weighs more, a pound of feathers or a pound of bricks?

They weigh the same
350 What has 3 feet but cannot walk?
A yardstick
351 What number do you get when you multiply all of the numbers on a telephone’s dial pad?
Zero
352 What three numbers give the same answer when multiplied together or added together?
1, 2 and 3

funny-riddles
353 Where do locksmiths go on vacation?
The Florida Keys
354 Why does Jupiter fart so much?
Because it’s a giant gas planet
355 What do you call a group of a dozen atoms?
Dozen matter
356 Why don’t tall mountains ever catch a cold?
Because they have a snow cap
357 What is a rappers favorite candy?
Eminem’s
358 Which of Santa’s reindeer has bad manners?
Rude-olph!
359 What is a snowman’s favorite cereal?
Frosted Flakes
360 What is the difference between a teacher and a train?
A teacher says, “spit out your gum” and a train goes, “chew, chew”
361 What type of lion never roars?
A dandelion!
362 What do tigers have that no other animal can have?
Baby tigers
363 Why did the snail paint a big “S” on his car?
So everyone would say, “look at that escargot”
364 What did the boy coffee say to the girl coffee?
I love you a latte
365 What do you call a three humped camel?

Pregnant!
366 Why do you never bring a Pokemon in the bathroom, with you?
They might pickachu! (peek at you)
367 Why couldn’t you hear the pterodactyl go to the bathroom?
Because its extinct
368 How does Lady Gaga like her sushi?
Raw raw, raw raw raw
369 Why didn’t the skeleton cross the road?
He did not have the guts
370 What do you call a Bee that eats other Bees?
Hannibal Nectar
371 How do you know carrots are good for your eyes?
You never see rabbits wearing glasses
372 What do you call a fish with 4 eyes?
Fiiiish
373 What is a pirates favorite letter?
Ah, a pirates first love will always be the C, but they can’t make it without the R
374 What does a fish say when it runs into a concrete wall?
Dam
375 Why can’t your nose be 12 inches long?
Because it would be a foot!
376 What is green and smells like blue paint?
Green paint
377 What kind of storm is always in a rush?
Hurricane
378 What is a duck’s favorite snack?
Quackers
379 What’s the difference between a well dressed man on a bicycle and a poorly dressed man on a
unicycle?
Attire
380 If I am holding a bee, what do I have in my eye?
Beauty, because beauty is in the eye of the bee-holder!
381 What did the blanket say to the reassure the frightened bed?
Don’t worry, I’ve got you covered
382 How did the computer get drunk?
It took to many screenshots!

383 Why weren’t the first french fries made in France?
Because they were made in grease!
384 Imagine you are in a sinking boat and surrounded by sharks. What could you do to survive?
Stop imagining
385 What fruit do you find in the sea?
Currents!
386 Why did the tomato turn red?
Because he saw the salad dressing!
387 Why shouldn’t you give Elsa a balloon?
Because she’ll ”let it go”
388 When do you start when it’s red but stop when it’s green?
When you are eating a watermelon
389 Why couldn’t the toilet paper cross the road?
It kept getting stuck in the cracks
390 What do you call a can opener that doesn’t work?
A can’t opener
391 What runs around a house but does not move?
A Fence
392 Why did the ice cream truck break down?
A secret
393 What do you call a bear without an ear?
Ab
394 How fast do librarians travel?
They Book
395 Which letter of the alphabet contains the most water?
The letter C
396 Why did the smart phone need glasses?
Because it lost all of its contacts
397 What did the football coach say to the broken vending machine?
Give me my quarterback
398 When is a door not a door?
When it’s ajar
399 How do you tell a boy snowman apart from a girl snowman?
Snowballs
400 What do you call a three humped camel?
Pregnant

401 Why do ducks have feathers on their butts?
To hide their butt quacks
402 What do you get when you mix a snowman and a wolf?
Frostbite
403 There are ten cats on a boat. One jumps off. How many are left?
None, they are all copycats
404 What do you call a cow with no legs?
Ground beef
405 What type of shoes do spies wear?
Sneakers
406 Why do French people like to eat snails?
They don’t like eating fast food
407 What do you call somebody with no body and no nose?
Nobody knows
408 What do spiders in Silicon Valley want to be when they grow up?
Web designers
409 How do football players stay cool during games?
The stand next to the fans
410 Why do Chinese men eat more rice than Japanese men?
There are more Chinese men than Japanese men
411 What kind of vegetable is unpopular on board ships?
A leek
412 What is Marie Curie’s favorite food?
Fission chips
413 Say the following: roast, boast, coast, post. What do you put in a toaster?
Bread
414 You walk into a room and see a rabbit holding a carrot, a pig eating slop, and a chimpanzee
holding a banana. Which is the smartest the smartest animal in the room?
Hopefully you!
415 What do babies and basketball players have in common?
They dribble
416 What does an envelope say when you lick it?
Nothing, it just shuts up
417 How many men were born last year?
None, only babies were born
418 What never gets any wetter no matter how hard it rains?
Water

419 What does an island and the letter T have in common?
They are both in the middle of water
420 What do you get when you cross an elephant with a rhino?
Elephino
421 Why did Cinderella get kicked off the football team?
Because she ran away from the ball
422 What three letters change a girl into a woman?
Age
423 Be quick and say the first thing that comes to your head. What do cows drink?
Cows drink water not milk Only calves drink milk
424 What’s the difference between a politician and a flying pig?
The letter “F”
425 Which berry makes a harsh noise?
Raspberry
426 A doctor and a bus driver are both in love the same woman. The bus driver had to take a trip for
a week. Before leaving he gave the woman seven apples. Why?
An apple a day keeps the doctor away!
427 What do you get when you mix lemons with gun powder?
Lemonades
428 What is big and yellow and comes in the morning to brighten mom’s day?
The school bus
429 What has wheels and flies but is not an aircraft?
A garbage truck
430 What has a bottom at the top?
A leg
431 A barrel of water weighs 75 pounds. What must you add to it to make it weigh 60 pounds?
Holes
432 What is black and white and has wheels?
A zebra wearing roller skates
433 Why are teddy bears never hungry?
Because they are always stuffed
434 Which word in the dictionary is spelled incorrectly?
Incorrectly
435 What are the strongest days of the week?
Saturday & Sunday, the rest are weekdays
436 Why do communists write everything in lower case?
Because they hate capitalism

437 What is it called when Batman skips church?
Christian Bale
438 What does an angel use to start a fire?
A match made in heaven
439 What do Eskimos get from sitting on the ice for way too long?
Polaroids
440 What do you call a boomerang that doesn’t work?
A stick
441 Why do cows have hooves instead of feet?
Because they lactose
442 What does an orange do when it takes a rest?
Concentrates
443 What is the easiest way to keep water from running?
Don’t pay the bill
444 What has no beginning, end or middle?
A doughnut
445 Why was the math book always so depressed?
Because it had so many unsolved problems
446 What was the first man made invention that could see through a wall?
A window
447 Why did the lemon disapprove of his daughter?
Because she was a little tart
448 What’s the last thing that goes through a bug’s mind as it hits the windshield?
His butt
449 What’s in a man’s pants that you won’t find in a girl’s dress?
Pockets
450 What time is it when the clock strikes 13?
Time to get the clock fixed
451 What does a vegetarian zombie eat?
Graaains
452 What did the big candle say to the little candle?
I’m going out tonight
453 What is the saddest fruit in the world?
Blueberry
454 What always goes to bed with its shoes on?
A horse

455 Why is 6 afraid of 7?
Because 7 ate 9
456 What is the most slippery country in the world?
Greece
457 What’s a lifeguard’s favorite game?
Pool
458 Why did the doctor switch jobs?
He lost his patients
459 Where were English kings usually crowned?
On their heads
460 Which side of a turkey has the most feathers?
The outside
461 If you drop a yellow hat in the Red Sea, what does it become?
Wet
462 Why did the hamburger go to the gym?
It wanted better buns
463 What loses its head in the morning and gets it back at night?
A pillow
464 What do you call bodyguards in front of a Samsung store?
Guardians of the Galaxy
465 What is brown and sticky?
A stick
466 What tastes better than it smells?
A Tongue

what-am-i-riddles
467 I reach for the sky, but clutch to the ground; sometimes I leave, but I am always around.
I am Tree
468 I am something people love or hate. I change peoples appearances and thoughts. If a person
takes care of them self I will go up even higher. To some people I will fool them. To others I am a
mystery. Some people might want to try and hide me but I will show. No matter how hard people try
I will Never go down. What am I?
Age
469 I have hundreds of legs but I can only lean;
A Broom

470 I always follow you around, everywhere you go at night. I look very bright to people, but I can
make the sun dark. I can be in many different forms and shapes. What am I?
The moon!
471 I come in many colors and I am very thin, I am found in every country, even in your home, I am
very important, you can be very creative with me, I can even help you learn.
Paper!
472 What falls down but never breaks?
Nightfall
473 I am two-faced but bare only one, I have no legs but travel widely. Men spill much blood over
me, kings leave there imprint on me. I have greatest power when given away, yet lust for me keeps
me locked away.
A Coin
474 I love to dance and twist and prance, I shake my tail, as away I sail, wingless I fly into the sky.
A Kite
475 I am a path situated between high natural masses. Remove my first letter & you have a path
situated between man-made masses.
A Valley
476 I only have two backbones and thousands of ribs.
A railroad
477 My tail is long, my coat is brown, I like the country, I like the town. I can live in a house or live
in a shed, And I come out to play when you are in bed.
A Mouse
478 There was a green house. Inside the green house there was a white house Inside the white
house there was a red house. Inside the red house there were lots of babies What am I?
A watermelon
479 I am taken from a mine, and shut up in a wooden case, from which I am never released, and yet
I am used by almost everybody.
I am pencil lead
480 I come in different shapes and sizes. Part of me are curves, others are straight. You can put me
anywhere you like, but there is only one right place for me. What am I?
A Jigsaw Puzzle Piece
481 I see without seeing. Noise is an ally.
A bat
482 I always point in the right direction. My instructions are written in black and white. Disobey me
and pay the consequences. I will never say more than two words at a time.
A "One Way" sign!
483 To you, rude would I never be, Though I flag my tongue for all to see.
A dog!
484 The higher I climb, the hotter I engage, I can not escape my crystal cage.

Mercury in a thermometer
485 With no wings, I fly. With no eyes, I see. With no arms, I climb. More frightening than any beast,
stronger than any foe. I am cunning, ruthless, and tall; in the end, I rule all.
The imagination
486 I have legs but walk not, a strong back but work not, two good arms but reach not, a seat but sit
and tarry not.
An Armchair
487 I can be any color you can imagine. You see me in everyday life. I have been around for many,
many years, Look around, you can probably see some of me right now.
Paint
488 Fire is often maintained above me, and if you remove my first letter, you will find the home
shared by everyone you have ever known.
A Hearth
489 My life can be measured in hours, I serve by being devoured. Thin, I am quick, Fat, I am slow,
Wind is my foe.
I am the wax of a candle
490 Metal or bone I may be, many teeth I have and always bared, yet my bite harms no one and
ladies delight in my touch.
A comb
491 I can be hairy and itchy all over. I hang on a stick. I can be the scariest thing you have ever
seen. I stand in the middle of nowhere.
A scarecrow!
492 I run around the city but never move.
A city wall
493 I have endless make-overs but I never know my look. I can make any dull room bright.
A painted wall
494 My second is performed by my first, and, it is thought, a thief by the marks of my whole might
be caught.
A Footstep
495 I am a food,
Pea
496 Lighter than what I am made of, More of me is hidden Than is seen. What am I?
An iceberg
497 I build up castles. I tear down mountains. I make some men blind, I help others to see. What am
I?
Sand
498 Weight in my belly, Trees on my back, Nails in my ribs, Feet I do lack. What am I?
A ship

499 My first is in wield, sever bones and marrow. My second is in blade, forged in cold steel. My
third is in arbalest, and also in arrows. My fourth is in power, plunged through a shield. My fifth is in
honour, and also in vows My last will put an end to it all.
A weapon!
500 I walk on four legs in the morning, two legs at midday and three in the afternoon. What am I?
Man At the beginning of life, you crawl on four legs During the middle of life, you walk on
two legs And at the end of life, you use a cane so therefore you have three legs
501 I build up castles. I tear down mountains. I make some men blind, I help others to see. What am
I?
sand
502 You can use me to say hello,
Kiss
503 From house to house he goes, A messenger small and slight. And whether it rains or snows, He
sleeps outside at night.
A Street or Road
504 I talk, but I do not speak my mind I hear words, but I do not listen to thoughts When I wake, all
see me When I sleep, all hear me Many heads are on my shoulders Many hands are at my feet The
strongest steel cannot break my visage But the softest whisper can destroy me The quietest whimper
can be heard.
An Actor
505 Part carbon, part water, I am poison to the fishes. Many have falsely claimed my name, for I am
the pause that refreshes.
I am Soda Pop!
506 I am at the beginning of all things. I am at the end of eternity. There is but one path from my
beginning to my end. My whole embodies indifference.
I am Apathy!
507 My first is not bent around. My second means "lift her up" or "cut her to the ground."
A straight razor
508 My dress is tranquil when I tread the earth, or dwell at home, or drift on the water. Sometimes
my wings and this wide sky lift me over the dwellings of men, and then strong clouds carry me over
the people. My ornaments echo loudly and melodiously, Illustriously sing when I am not near the
earth and stream, a sailing spirit.
A swan
509 I have two rings. I move by request. If the mixture is not right, I just sit at rest.
I am a Piston
510 Adored by few, Feared and hated by many. Mistress of the entire universal reason, Master in the
art of numbers. Some may have solved many of your mysteries, But there still much of them to find.
What are they?
Mathematics
511 I am, in truth, a yellow fork From tables in the sky By inadvertent fingers dropped The awful
cutlery. Of mansions never quite disclosed And never quite concealed The apparatus of the dark To

ignorance revealed.
lightning, Emily Dickinson
512 I am everything to somone but nothing to everyone else.
The mind
513 Close to the words of life stay I, But I wither, wane, and dry.
A Bible-pressed flower
514 Forward I am heavy, but backward I am not. What am I?
Forward I am ton, backwards I am not
515 I can travel from there to here by disappearing, and here to there by reappearing.
The letter "T"
516 As I went over London Bridge I met my sister Jenny. I broke her neck and drank her blood And
left her standing empty.
Gin
517 Of all vegetables, only two can live to produce on their own for several growing seasons. All
other vegetables must be replanted every year. What are the only two perennial vegetables?
Asparagus and rhubarb
518 When you stare at me u see a you in reverse. What am I?
A mirror
519 If a man carried my burden he would break his back. I am not big but leave silver in my tracks.
What am I?
A snail
520 What is the noblest musical instrument?
An upright piano
521 If a man carried my burden He would break his back. I am not rich, But leave silver in my track.
I am a Snail
522 Whoever makes it, tells it not. Whoever takes it, knows it not. And whoever knows it wants it
not.
Counterfeit money
523 I sound a color,
Read/Reed
524 My full powers come when my makers are dead; I await a heavy hat to put on my head. What am
I?
Prince
525 I can kill people, but without me there would be no people. I was born long ago and will
someday die. I can cause fire and am a magician with water. I have more brothers than any person.
There is very little that can stop me.
A celestial body
526 I am the fountain from which no one can drink. For many I am considered a necessary link. Like

gold to all I am sought for, But my continued death brings wealth for all to want more. What am I?
Oil
527 I come across as flat, But theirs more to me than my surface; You climb my mountains from top
to bottom, And fall from bottom to top. What am I?
Ocean
528 My family is known to be crazy; I'm good when I'm alone and when spread I am amazing; It's a
matter of taste; I'm good for your health, bad for your waist. What am I?
Peanut
529 I am round or oval? I can be light or dark. You can cut me in pieces.
A Potato
530 Runs over fields and woods all day Under the bed at night sits not alone, With long tongue
hanging out, Awaiting for a bone. What am I?
A shoe
531 I give you a group of three. One is sitting down, and will never get up. The second eats as much
as is given to him, yet is always hungry. The third goes away and never returns.
Stove, fire, and smoke
532 A box with no hinges, latch, or lid. Inside a golden treasure is hid.
An egg
533 My tines be long, My tines be short, My tines end ere, My first report., What am I?
lightning
534 What kind of goose fights with snakes?
A mongoose
535 When is a door not a door?
When its a jar
536 little Nancy Ettistoat, in a white pettiecoat and a red nose, the longer she stands, the shorter
she grows!
a candle
537 When young, I am sweet in the sun. When middle-aged, I make you gay. When old, I am valued
more than ever. What am I?
Wine
538 What animal would you get crossed a duck, a beaver, and an otter?
A platypus
539 What is yellow, looks like the moon and has seeds?
A Banana
540 I have four legs but no tail. Usually I am heard only at night. What am I?
A Frog
541 I am a tick, I am usually black or white, You will find me on many clothing, People think I am
cool.

The Nike Symbol
542 A box without hinges, key or lid, Yet golden treasure inside is hid.
An egg
543 What animal probably likes doors?
A doormouse
544 I can run but not walk. Whereever I go, thought follows me close behind?
A nose
545 There is a house. One enters it blind and comes out seeing. What is it?
A school
546 It goes through the door without pinching It sits on the stove without burning It sits on the table
Not ashamed
The Sun
547 I build up castles. I tear down mountains. I make some men blind, I help others to see. What am
I?
I am Sand
548 Through me you see through things. What am I?
An X-ray machine
549 My fleece is white as snow. Everywhere that Mary goes, I go. What am I?
A lamb
550 Our dinner guests cry that we are evil, when they notice their place in the meal. But its no big
deal why; we are just one big happy tribe! And we get reall fed up with people!
Cannibals!
551 As a whole, I am both safe and secure. Behead me, and I become a place of meeting. Behead me
again, and I am the partner of ready. Restore me, and I become the domain of beasts.
Stable
552 Lighter than what I am made of, More of me is hidden than is seen. What am I?
An iceberg
553 Where is there is no south, west, nor east, and weather not fit for man or beast
The South Pole
554 There where 5 men travling down a road and it started to rain and 4 men sped up, the 5th did
not, but they all arived at the same place at the same time but all of them were wet besides the 5th
he was dead in a coffin
555 A woman who lives in new york legally married three men, she did not get divorce, get an
enollment, or legally seperate.
She is a minister
556 A little house full of meat, no door to go in and eat.
A Nut

557 Marking mortal privation, when firmly in place. An enduring summation, inscribed in my face.
A Tombstone
558 Whoever makes it, tells it not. Whoever takes it, knows it not. And whoever knows it wants it not
Counterfeit money
559 You can use me to stop,
Brake/ Break
560 My first is a creature whose breeding is unclear. My second, a price you must pay. My whole
can be found in the river of Time and refers to events of today. What am I?
Current
561 Many-manned scud-thumper, Maker of worn wood, Shrub-ruster, Sky-mocker, Rave! Portly
pusher, Wind-slave.
The ocean!
562 I can come in a can,
Beet/Beat
563 What can be heard and caught but never seen?
A Remark

easy-riddles
564 What do you call two witches who live together?
Broommates!
565 There are two monkeys on a tree and one jumps off. Why does the other monkey jump too?
Monkey see monkey do
566 What goes up when the rain comes down?
An umbrella
567 When will water stop running down hill?
When it reaches the bottom
568 What is the worst vegetable to have on a ship?
A leek(leak)
569 Why was the picture sent to jail?
Because it was framed
570 Never resting, never still. Moving silently from hill to hill. It does not walk, run or trot, All is cool
where it is not. What is it?
Sunshine
571 What falls down but never breaks?
Nightfall

572 What hired killer never goes to jail?
An exterminator
573 I love to dance and twist and prance, I shake my tail, as away I sail, wingless I fly into the sky.
A Kite
574 What makes a pair of shoes?
Two shoes
575 What did the scientist get when he crossed a chicken and a cow?
Roost beef
576 Two teams were playing soccer against each other. One player from Team One scored a hat
trick (triple goal). Their teammates were very happy. But when he scored the fourth goal,their
teammates scolded him instead. How could this be possible?
The player scored an own goal
577 How do you make a strawberry shake?
Tell it a scary story!
578 Three matches are sitting on a table. Without adding another make for three matches four. You
are not allowed to break any of the matches.
Shape the 3 matches into a romanumeral four
579 At the sound of me, men may dream or stomp their feet at the sound of me, women may laugh or
sometimes weep. What am I?
Music
580 I have four of these, With matching extremities. They can do many things, And hardly ever bring
me pain. Unless I stick them with a pin, Or burn them sometimes when... What is it that I can wiggle
at will? And use in other means still?
Fingers
581 Why are artist no good in sports matches?
Because they keep drawing
582 A nonstop train leaves Moscow for Leningrad at 60 mph. Another nonstop train leaves leningrad
for Moscow at 40 mph. How far apartare the trains 1 hour before they pass eachother?
100 miles (60+40)
583 A room with no windows or doors Walks in the night, grows in a day, Is found where there is
death and decay.
Mushrooms
584 Where do penguins keep their money?
In a snow bank!
585 What is the only common four-letter English word that ends in the suffix -eny?
Deny
586 On a fine sunny day a ship was in the harbor. All of a sudden the ship began to sink. There was
no storm and nothing wrong with the ship yet it sank right in front of the spectators eyes. What
caused the ship to sink?

The "Submarine" Captain ordered the crew to dive
587 On which side of a church is the graveyard always situated?
On the outside, of course
588 Long and slinky like a trout, never sings till its guts come out. What is it?
It is a gun
589 The letters of the alphabet but only just a few
Music
590 How is an escaping prisoner like an airplane pilot?
Both want safe flights
591 Runs over fields and woods all day Under the bed at night sits not alone, With long tongue
hanging out, Awaiting for a bone. What am I?
A shoe
592 What are the only 2 states that have their state name in their capital?
Oklahoma City and Indianapolis
593 Why were outlaws the strongest men in the Old West?
They could hold up trains
594 Place three matches on a table. Tell a friend to add two more matches to make eight.
Add two matches to make a roman numeral eight
595 What is the time-piece, That needs no winding?
A rooster
596 How do vampires like their food served?
In bite-size pieces
597 Why did the pony cough?
He was a little horse!
598 My tines be long, My tines be short, My tines end ere, My first report., What am I?
lightning
599 Why is a dirty rug like a bad boy?
Both need beating
600 What is a bare-faced liar?
One without whiskers
601 What does the artist like to draw best?
His salary
602 A man walked in to a bar and asked for a glass of water the bar man took out a gun and poined
it at him the man who asked for the glass of water just smiled and walked away happy Why?
He had the hicupps
603 Tara has $29.00 dollars. She bought 4 coloring books that cost $3.00 each, 4 boxes of crayola
crayons that cost $2.00 each. She spend the rest of her money on markers.

$900 on markers
604 Who always enjoys poor health?
A doctor
605 I go up and down the stairs without moving.
I am a carpet
606 What kind of goose fights with snakes?
A mongoose
607 When is a door not a door?
When it is a-jar
608 Why was the fisherman arrested?
For packing a rod
609 When is a door not a door?
When its a jar
610 What kind of money do vampires use?
Blood money!
611 How does a robot shave?
With a laser blade
612 If a stopper and a bottle cost $2.10 and the bottle costs $2.00 more than the stopper.
Five Cents
613 What did Obi Wan say to Anakin during the fancy banquet?
Use the forks
614 little Nancy Ettistoat, in a white pettiecoat and a red nose, the longer she stands, the shorter
she grows!
a candle
615 Why are 1999 ten pound notes worth more than 1993 ten pound notes?
Because there are more of them!
616 How do you clean a dirty tuba?
With a tuba toothpaste!
617 When may a man call his wife "honey"?
When she has a comb in her hair
618 How do chiropractors swim laps?
They do the back stroke
619 a muder had been suspected but the police did not know how the man had been killed since
there had been no windows no doors no chairs no desks the was only a puddle left on the floor in the
mans house and the man had been hung by a rope in the middle of the floor and underneth him
hangin was a puddle .how did the man reach the ceiling with no promt to get hung up on the celing
and why was there a puddle

the man had waited on a ice cube and the ice cube had melted and left a puddle
620 When is a bump like a hat?
When it is felt
621 What does a newspaper reporter use to dry himself after his shower?
Paper towels
622 What animal would you get crossed a duck, a beaver, and an otter?
A platypus
623 Why is coffee like an axe with a dull edge?
Because it must be ground before it is used
624 You are a bus driver at a station. 10 get on the bus and no one gets off. You drive 10 miles to
another station where 3 people get on and 1 gets off. You drive another 10 miles only to get 25
people on and 5 people go off. Next you drive 3 miles while 12 people exit the bus. You drive back to
the place knowing that a couple more stops along the way untill the ride is done. At the 2nd to last
station 5 people get on and 2 get off. And at the last station (5.5 miles) 25 people get on for no
reason and 1 gets off. What is the bus drivers eye color?
Brown/blue/green (i dont know how i would put it though so if you guessed your eye color
you got it right :) )
625 Which is the oldest tree?
The elder
626 What is yellow, looks like the moon and has seeds?
A Banana
627 How did the chimp fix the leaky faucet?
With a monkey wrench
628 A box without hinges, key or lid, Yet golden treasure inside is hid.
An egg
629 Why did the shower bar turn red?
Its towel fell off
630 What do angels sing in the shower?
Soul
631 How can you catch a unique rabbit?
You (s)neak up on it
632 How did the court know the judge was ready for bed?
He was wearing his robe
633 Where do butterflies sleep?
On Caterpillows!
634 What animal probably likes doors?
A doormouse

635 Why was the dog kicked out of the flea circus?
Because he stole the show!
636 What do ghosts do before they enter a haunted house?
Wipe their sheets
637 If you have three oranges and you take away two, how many will you have?
the answer is 2 two you take 2 (you have 2)
638 What do bumblebees sing in the shower?
BeeBop
639 What kind of sandwich sinks to the bottom of the tub?
A submarine sandwich!
640 Why did the clock get sick?
It was run down
641 What do you call it when two mice almost collide?
A narrow squeak
642 What do computer programmers sing in the shower?
Disc-o
643 Why did the chicken cross the playground?
To get to the other slide!
644 What boy wizard magically grew a beard each night?
Hairy Potter
645 Who is the strange one who lives in the sea, he has eight arms but no legs. Who is it?
An Octopus
646 What did the pen say to the paper?
Lets run away and WRITE
647 A forest exists somewhere on Earth. This forest has no life except for trees. After a storm, a tree
was hit by lightning and falls.
None Sound does not exist if it is unheard
648 What should you say when you meet a ghost in your bedroom?
"How do you boo?"
649 Through me you see through things. What am I?
An X-ray machine
650 My fleece is white as snow. Everywhere that Mary goes, I go. What am I?
A lamb
651 Who do witches stop for on the highway?
Witch-hikers
652 Why are piratespirates?
Because they just Arrrrr!

653 How far is it from March to June?
A single spring
654 A queen bee was buzzing, a worker bee was buzzing, a honey bee was buzzing, and a killer bee
was buzzing.
One There is only one b in the word buzzing
655 What is bought by the yard and worn by the foot?
Carpet
656 This man was on death row and only family members could see him this man walks up to the
gaurd and says "Brothers and sisters have I none" but this mans father is my fathers son The gaurd
let him in How is he related?
The father going to see his son on death row
657 When is the best time to have lunch?
after breakfast
658 Who is next to a king on his throne?
His Queen
659 Why is it that Snoop Dogg needs an umbrella?
because of the drizzle
660 What can go up a chimney down, but cannot go down a chimney up?
An umbrella
661 In the NBA, how many men are on the basketball court for each team?
Five, not ten!

jokes-and-riddles
662 What do you call two witches who live together?
Broommates!
663 There are two monkeys on a tree and one jumps off. Why does the other monkey jump too?
Monkey see monkey do
664 What is the worst vegetable to have on a ship?
A leek(leak)
665 Why can you not trust Atoms?
Because they make up everything
666 When is music like vegetables?
When there are two beats (beets) to the measure
667 What happened to the broken-down frog?
It got toad (towed) away

668 What did Sir Lancelot wear to bed?
A knight gown!
669 Why did the outlaw steal the deck of cards?
He heard there were 13 diamonds in it
670 Where do wolves stay on vacation?
At a howliday inn
671 Can girafffes have babies?
No, they can only have giraffes
672 What do you call a wizard from outer space that can fly?
A flying sorcerer!
673 Why did the belt go to jail?
For holding up a pair of pants
674 Why did outlaws sleep on the ground after robbing a bank?
They wanted to lie low
675 What type of dogs do scientists have?
Labatory retrievers
676 What has 22 legs and 2 wings?
A football team!
677 Why did the outlaw hold up the bakery?
He kneaded the dough
678 What do you call a camel with no humps?
Humphrey
679 What shoes do frogs wear in the summer?
Open toad shoes
680 What is the name of the ugliest tree?
Yew
681 Do vampires play tennis on their free time?
No they prefer bat-minton
682 What would you get if you crossed two bananas?
A pair of slippers
683 Which side of the turkey has the most feathers?
The outside
684 Why does a dragon sleep all day?
So it can hunt knights!
685 What lies at the bottom of the sea and shivers?
A nervous wreck

686 What did the first casket say to the second casket?
Is that you coffin?
687 How are prisoners like astronauts?
Both are interested in outer space
688 Where do pilots keep their personal things?
In air pockets
689 What do outlaws eat with their milk?
Crookies
690 What did the scientist get when he crossed a chicken and a cow?
Roost beef
691 What do you get when you cross a dog and a clock?
Lots and lots of tics!
692 What do you call it when you walk into a spider web?
Free Karate lessons
693 Why did mom test the bath water before putting Silly Billy in?
To prevent son-burn
694 What did the parrot say on the 4th of July?
"Poly wants a firecracker!"
695 What do elves do after school?
Gnomework!
696 Why did the Indian chief wear so many feathers?
To keep his wigwam
697 Why was Miss Cow sad?
Her boyfriend was in a bullfight!
698 How do pizza pies get delivered?
By pie-cycle
699 What did the firecracker say to the other firecracker?
"My pop is bigger than your pop"
700 Why was the ocean arrested?
Because it beat upon the shore
701 When is a pistol like a young horse?
When it is a colt
702 Why kind of entertainment does Yosemite National Park have?
Bear-itones
703 How did hikers come across a patch of poison ivy?
The itch hiked

704 Why were the clothespins arrested?
For holding up a pair of pants
705 How does a river flood?
When it gets to big for its bridges
706 What do you get if a cement truck crashes into a jail?
Hardened criminals
707 When does one become soured?
When he is in a pickle
708 Where do dead outlaws go on a saturday night?
To ghost towns
709 What sings and has ten feet?
A quintet
710 Who is a painstaking man?
The dentist
711 Where do zombies go for a night out?
Club Dead
712 Why did the banana run from the outlaw?
Because it was yellow
713 Why did the prison about to get hanged say when he got pardoned?
"No noose is good noose"
714 Which rock singer really, REALLY needs a shower?
Mud-donna
715 How did the sheriff find the missing barber?
He combed the town
716 If you have two quarters on a table touching each other, how can you move one of the quarters
without touching it? You are only allowed to touch one quarter but not move it. You cant touch the
quarter that you move. You want to get at least enough room between the two quarters to insert
another coin between the two quarters.
Hold down one of the quarters very firmly Take another coin and hit it against the quarter
you are holding down Tap hard enough to move the quarter next to it aside
717 What does a skunk do when it gets angry?
It raises a stink
718 Where do penguins keep their money?
In a snow bank!
719 Which is lighter, the sun or the earth?
The sun, it rises every morning
720 Where do sailors take their baths?

In a tubmarine
721 When are eyes not eyes?
When the wind makes them water
722 What nationality is Santa?
North Polish
723 Why did Momma Pig leave her husband?
Because he was a boar
724 What snacks do you serve at a robot party?
Assorted nuts
725 What do you call an investment in marketing?
An adventure! (Get it, ad-venture?)
726 How do vampires like their food served?
In bite-size pieces
727 Why did the pony cough?
He was a little horse!
728 What does the artist like to draw best?
His salary
729 What did the baby robot say to his mom?
"I love you watts and watts"
730 How are people like animals?
We have bare (bear) feet, frogs in our throats, calves on our legs and bull on our tongue
731 What kind of goose fights with snakes?
A mongoose
732 Why was the fisherman arrested?
For packing a rod
733 Where do cows go to dance?
The Meatball
734 What kind of money do vampires use?
Blood money!
735 How does a robot shave?
With a laser blade
736 How do you make a strawberry shake?
Introduce it to Jesse James
737 What did Obi Wan say to Anakin during the fancy banquet?
Use the forks
738 Where do Generals keep their armies?

Up their sleevies!
739 Why did the jelly roll?
It saw the apple turn over
740 What type of bean is a cannibals favorite to eat ?
A Human Being
741 How do you clean a dirty tuba?
With a tuba toothpaste!
742 How do chiropractors swim laps?
They do the back stroke
743 What is the difference between a deer fleeing from hunters and a midget witch?
One is a hunted stag and the other a stunted hag
744 How can you make a fly ball?
Hit him with a bat
745 When is a bump like a hat?
When it is felt
746 What does a newspaper reporter use to dry himself after his shower?
Paper towels
747 What is that which never uses its teeth for eating purposes?
A comb
748 Why is coffee like an axe with a dull edge?
Because it must be ground before it is used
749 What snack does the Man in the Moon like?
Space-chips
750 What is the name of a movie about cows that attack each other?
Steer Wars
751 What famous nurse wore her pajamas all day long?
Florence Nightingown
752 Why are opera singers good sailors?
Because they can handle the seas!
753 What is the difference between a hungry man and a glutton?
One longs to eat and the other eats too long
754 When was pork first introduced into the Navy?
When Noah brought Ham into the ark
755 How did the chimp fix the leaky faucet?
With a monkey wrench
756 What is yellow and sucks sap from trees?

A yellow-bellied sap sucker
757 Why should you always carry a watch when crossing a desert?
It has a spring in it
758 Why did the shower bar turn red?
Its towel fell off
759 Why do prisoners like to eat a lot of sweets?
Because they would like to break out
760 How can you tell if a ghost is about to faint?
He gets pale as a sheet
761 What do you get when you cross Santa Claus and a duck?
A Christmas quacker
762 How did the court know the judge was ready for bed?
He was wearing his robe
763 Who robbed stagecoaches and wore dirty clothes?
Messy James
764 What animal probably likes doors?
A doormouse
765 Why was the dog kicked out of the flea circus?
Because he stole the show!
766 What do ghosts do before they enter a haunted house?
Wipe their sheets
767 How do you communicate with a monster that lives on the seabed?
Drop him a line
768 How do you make an orange giggle in the tub?
Tickle its navel
769 What do Japanese people wear to bed?
Tea-shirts
770 Knock, Knock!
Ivan to suck your blood
771 What do bumblebees sing in the shower?
BeeBop
772 What kind of sandwich sinks to the bottom of the tub?
A submarine sandwich!
773 Why did the clock get sick?
It was run down
774 I can run but not walk. Whereever I go, thought follows me close behind?

A nose
775 What is the best way to get from earth to mars?
PLANET!
776 What do you call it when two mice almost collide?
A narrow squeak
777 If two snakes marry, what will their towels say?
Hiss and Hers
778 A rogue pilot was about to bomb Germany! The commad was given, the hatch was opened and
the bomb was released.
The plane was flying upside down!
779 What do computer programmers sing in the shower?
Disc-o
780 What is an executioners favorite hobby?
Hang gliding
781 What wears an eyepatch and robs ships at night?
A vampirate
782 What was the pilgrim favorite type of music?
Plymouth Rock
783 Why did the chicken cross the playground?
To get to the other slide!
784 What does a turkey do when it flys upside down?
It gobbles up
785 What do witches ask for when they stop at a hotel?
A broom with a view
786 Why do witches buy magazines?
They like to read the horrorscopes
787 What should you say when you meet a ghost in your bedroom?
"How do you boo?"
788 Who do witches stop for on the highway?
Witch-hikers
789 Why are piratespirates?
Because they just Arrrrr!
790 What does a rain cloud wear under their raincoat?
Thunderware
791 What do goblins sing in the shower?
Rhythm and boos

792 Which is the largest room in the world?
The room for improvement
793 If someone robbed you in the shower, what would you be?
An eye wetness
794 Fred is listening to the raido when it suddenly stops playing. Nobody is with Fred and nobody
touches the radio. A few seconds later, the radio resumes playing.
Fred was driving his car through a tunnel

logic-puzzles
795 There are two monkeys on a tree and one jumps off. Why does the other monkey jump too?
Monkey see monkey do
796 What is the worst vegetable to have on a ship?
A leek(leak)
797 There is a dead man in the middle of a field, nothing is around him and there are no footprints of
any sort. There is an unopened package next to him. How did he die? HINT: As he approached the
field he knew he was going to die.
Failed Parachute
798 If you have two coins which total 35 cents and one of the coins is not a dime, what are the two
coins?
A quarter and a dime One coin is not a dime, but the other one is
799 I am a three digit number. My tens digit is five more than my ones digit. My hundreds digit is
eight less than my tens digit. What number am I?
Number 194
800 George was cleaning the windows on the eighteenth floor of an office block when there was a
massive power failure. The electric hoist on his platform was immoblized.
George walked down the stairs He was cleaning the inside of the windows
801 bcdfgh__?
J (this is a sequential list of consonants)
802 A man walked in to a bar and asked for a glass of water the bar man took out a gun and poined
it at him the man who asked for the glass of water just smiled and walked away happy Why?
He had the hicupps
803 A man buys a rope from a woman for $3.00 and hands the woman a $10 bill. The woman goes
into the grocery store next door to get change. She returns and gives the man $7.00. After the man
leaves, the clerk from the store comes and says, "Hey, that was a counterfeit bill you gave me." The
woman gives the clerk a good bill.
Seven dollars plus the rope
804 I go up and down the stairs without moving.
I am a carpet

805 Two women and two doctors walk into an ice cream parlor. They each order an ice cream cone.
When their ice creams come, there is only 1 strawberry,1 chocolate and 1 vanilla.
One of the women was a doctor!
806 A group of soldiers were standing in the blistering sun facing due west. Their sergeant shouted
at them: Right turn! About turn! Left turn! In which direction are they now facing?
East A right turn is 90 degrees, an about turn is 180 degrees, and a left turn is also 90
degrees Therefore, the soldiers are now facing east
807 If place 1 cake of soap on a pan of a scale and 3/4 cake of soap and a 3/4-pound weight on the
other, the pans balance.
Since 1/4 cake weighs 3/4 pound, and entire cake weighs 3 pounds
808 They are scenes of madness, grief, gaiety, seeming purpose, confusion and queerness often
appearing in the dark hours of night. They stretch through time, seeming only but a few moments,
yet when reality is not as kind. When appearing they are logical, but when reminiscing they are
strange and odd. What is it?
Dreams
809 I have 10 red socks and 10 blue socks in a drawer. How many socks must I take out to ensure
that I have at least one matching pair? One how many to ensure I have at least a pair of red and a
pair of blue?
Three for one pair, and twelve to ensure one pair of each color
810 An old parchment describes the location of buried treasure: "On the island there are only two
trees, A and B, and the remains of a gallows. Start at the gallows and count the steps required to
walk in a straight line to tree A. At the tree turn 90 degrees to the left and then walk forward the
same number of steps. At the point where you top drive a spike into the ground. Now return to the
gallows and walk in a straight line, counting your steps, to tree B. When you reach the tree, turn 90
degrees to the right and take the same number of steps forward, placing another spike at the point
where you stop. Dig at the point exactly halfway between the spikes and you will find the treasure."
However, our hero when he gets to the island f
A simple experiment with a ruler and paper shows that any position for the gallows leads to
the same point
811 David is throwing Robert a surprise birthday party but he has to stay within his budget. He
spent half of his money plus $2.00 on the cake. Half of what he had left plus $2.00 was spent on
balloons and streamers. Then he spent half of what he had left plus $1.00 on candy. Now he is out of
money, how much did he start with?
This one is best solved working backwards, the last part David spent half of what was left
plus $100 on candy and then was out of money That means he must have spent $200 on
Candy as $100 was half
812 Morganwas making apricot jam. She put all the apricots in the pot and stirred them up. Then
she remembered she had to add 1 ounce of lemon juice for every two apricots! How did she figure
out how much lemon juice to put?
She counted the pits!
813 If you were to put a coin into an empty bottle and then insert a cork into the neck, how could
you remove the coin without taking out the cork or breaking the bottle?
Push the cork into the bottle and shake the coin out!

814 In the back yard there is a hollow stump that contains six ears of corn. If a healthy squirrel
carries out only three ears each day, how many days will it take to empty the stump?
Six Each day the squirrel will carry out the two ears on his head plus one ear of corn
815 How do you clean a dirty tuba?
With a tuba toothpaste!
816 A man has Ten Horses and nine stables as shown here. [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] The man wants to fit
Ten Horses into nine stables. How can he fit Ten horses into nine stables?
One letter for each stable [T][E][N] [H][O][R][S][E][S]
817 You are in a room that is completly bricked in on all four sides, including the cieling and floor.
You have nothing but a mirror and a wooden table in the room with you.
You look in the mirror you see what you saw, you take the saw and you cut the table in half,
two halfs make a whole, and you climb out the hole
818 a muder had been suspected but the police did not know how the man had been killed since
there had been no windows no doors no chairs no desks the was only a puddle left on the floor in the
mans house and the man had been hung by a rope in the middle of the floor and underneth him
hangin was a puddle .how did the man reach the ceiling with no promt to get hung up on the celing
and why was there a puddle
the man had waited on a ice cube and the ice cube had melted and left a puddle
819 If the date of the last Saturday of last month and the first Sunday of this month do not add up to
33, what month are you in?
The same month you are reading this
820 When completed in 1889 the Eiffel Tower was something of a sensation. Designed by the French
engineer Alexandre-Gustave Eiffel its height is 492 feet plus half its own height.
984 feet
821 What animal has no wings, but yet will fly?
A caterpillar has no wings, but will fly when it matures and becomes a butterfly
822 I am a tick, I am usually black or white, You will find me on many clothing, People think I am
cool.
The Nike Symbol
823 Craig died in Florida. Shortly after, Tracy died at sea. Nobody mourned, In fact, everyone was
absolutey delighted.
They were both hurricanes
824 There are 4 borthers 3 of them want to buy a television which is 30 pounds. Each of them pay 10
pound each they give the money to the fourth brother and asked him to go into town and buy the
television. When he got there the man said there was 5 pounds off so the fourth brother took the 5
pound and television and left. He decided to make some money out of this so he took 2 pounds and
give the other 3 pounds to his brothers. So the 3 brothers only payed 9 pounds each. 3 times 9 is 27
were is the last pound?
Add 3 on to 25 = 28 then add 2
825 A box without hinges, key or lid, Yet golden treasure inside is hid.
An egg

826 Other than being colors, what do the words orange, silver and purple have in common?
There is no word in the English language that rhymes with them
827 One is to three as three is to five and five is to four and four is the magic number.
One has three letters in the word three has five letters in it five has four letters and four
has four letters in it (if you try more numbers they will always come back to the number
four: so four is
828 If a man is trapped in a room. There are no doors no windows how did he get out?
Through the door way, there are no doors but a door way!
829 If you have three oranges and you take away two, how many will you have?
the answer is 2 two you take 2 (you have 2)
830 I can run but not walk. Whereever I go, thought follows me close behind?
A nose
831 What do you call it when two mice almost collide?
A narrow squeak
832 A rogue pilot was about to bomb Germany! The commad was given, the hatch was opened and
the bomb was released.
The plane was flying upside down!
833 Eight years ago, Billwas eight times the age of his son Bill Jr. Today, if you add their ages
together, they add up to 52. How old are Bill and his son?
Bill is 40, and Bill Jr is 12
834 What boy wizard magically grew a beard each night?
Hairy Potter
835 A frog fell into a well 12 feet deep. He could jump 3 feet, but every time he jumped 3 feet, he fell
back 2 feet. How many times did he have to jump to get out of the well?
The tenth jump took him out (On the tenth jump he reached 13 feet and was out)
836 A man was born in 1898 He is still alive now at the age 33 How is this possible ?
he was born in room 1898 in the hospital
837 DEFENDING, CALMNESS, SIGHING, CANOPY and STUMBLE. What do these words have in
common?
They each have 3 letters in common CA NOP Y
838 An old fashioned bike wheel has 21 spokes. How many spaces are between the spokes - 20, 21,
or 22?
21
839 A forest exists somewhere on Earth. This forest has no life except for trees. After a storm, a tree
was hit by lightning and falls.
None Sound does not exist if it is unheard
840 In olden days, the student of logic was given this problem: If half of 5 were 3, what would onethird of 10 be?
It would be 4

841 What is the next number in the sequence? 3,3,5,4,4,_
3 (six) each number is the sum of all the letters from one to five
842 Find four numbers, the sum of which is 45, so that if 2 is added to the first number, 2 is
subtracted from the second number, the third number is multiplied by 2 and the fourth number is
divided by 2, then the four numbers so produced are all the same. What are the four numbers?
8 + 2 = 10
843 As I was going to the mall I met a man with seven wives, Each wive held two bags, Each bag
held a mother cat, Each mother cat had six babies,
One! As I was going to the mall I met a man
844 Name an eight letter word that has kst in the middle, in the beginning, and at the end.
Inkstand - kst is in the middle "In" is the beginning, and "and" ends the word
845 Jack had only $2, but he needed $3 for his cab fare home. He went to a pawn shop and pawned
his $2 for $1.50. Jack then bumped into Don and told him that he would sell him his $2 pawn ticket
for $1.50. Dan agreed. Since Jack started out with $2, and he ended up with $3, who is out the extra
dollar and why?
Don is out the extra dollar Before the pawn broker will return the $2 to the ticket holder,
he will want the $150 which he advanced returned to him Don will give the pawn broker
the ticket and the
846 A dog had three puppies, named Mopsy, Topsy and Spot. What was the mothers name?
What
847 Use all letters of this sentence once each only to spell out three animals.
PANTHER, ANTELOPE, LLAMA
848 How many times does the long hand of the clock pass the short hand between midnight one day
and midnight the following day? As both hands are together at the starting time of midnight this
does not count as a pass.
21
849 Picture three boxes containing fruit. The first box is marked peaches, the second is marked
oranges, and the third box is marked peaches and oranges. Each of the boxes is labeled incorrectly.
How could you label each box correctly if you were allowed to select only one fruit from one of the
boxes?
First you select a fruit from the box marked peaches and oranges If it was a orange you
selected, you know that the box could only contain oranges If it was a peach, you know that
the box could only
850 Gazing up at the portrait hung over the fireplace in his drawing room his lordship remarked:
His son
851 if your in a room with no windows, no doors, everything made of cement besides in the room a
mirror and a table. how would you get out?
look in the mirror, see what you saw, take what you saw to saw the table in half, and 2
haves make a whole, so crawl through the hole
852 What have these words in common?
All can be diminished by one letter (from begining and end alternately) forming a new
word each time

853 This man was on death row and only family members could see him this man walks up to the
gaurd and says "Brothers and sisters have I none" but this mans father is my fathers son The gaurd
let him in How is he related?
The father going to see his son on death row
854 What is the value of 1/2 of 2/3 of 3/4 of 4/5 of 5/6 of 6/7 of 7/8 of 8/9 of 9/10 of 1,000?
One hundred - work backwards and you will understand
855 How can you hold a piece of string, one end in each hand, and tie a knot in the string with out
letting go of either end?
Cross your arms before you seize the ends of the string Uncross your arms and it will tie a
knot!
856 When is the best time to have lunch?
after breakfast
857 The following numbers share a unique property: 1961 6088 6119 8118 6699 6009. What is it?
Each number reads the same when viewed upside down
858 In a contest, four fruits (an apple, a banana, an orange, and a pear) have been placed in four
closed boxes (one fruit per box). People may guess which fruit is in which box. 123 people
participate in the contest. When the boxes are opened, it turns out that 43 people have guessed none
of the fruits correctly, 39 people have guessed one fruit correctly, and 31 people have guessed two
fruits correctly.
It is not possible to guess only three fruits correctly: the fourth fruit is then correct too! So
nobody has guessed three fruits correctly and 123-43-39-31 = 10 people have guessed four
fruits correc
859 Five hundred begins it, five hundred ends it, Five in the middle is seen; First of all figures, the
first of all letters, Take up their stations between. Join all together, and then you will bring Before
you the name of an eminent king. Who am I?
DAVID (Roman numerals)
860 If you toss a die and it comes up with the number one 9 times in a row, what is the probability
that it will come up with one on the next throw?
One in six A die has no memory of what it last showed
861 How is it possible to always find what your looking for in the last place you look?
If you find what your are looking for then you would stop looking so it would be in the last
place you look
862 You are right next to a river and have a 5 gallon container and a 3 gallon container. You need to
measure out 4 gallons of water.
You fill up the 3 gallon container and pour the 3 gallons into the 5 gallon container You fill
the 3 gallon container back up, and pour it into the 5 gallon container You empty the 5
gallon containe
863 A large truck is crossing a bridge 1 mile long. The bridge can only hold 14000 lbs, which is the
exact weight of the truck. The truck makes it half way across the bridge and stops. A bird lands on
the truck. Does the bridge collapse? Give a reason.
No it does not collapse Because it has driven a half mile - you would subtract the gas used
from the total weight of the truck

864 As a whole, I am both safe and secure. Behead me, and I become a place of meeting. Behead me
again, and I am the partner of ready. Restore me, and I become the domain of beasts.
Stable
865 What is the only letter in the alphabet that does not appear anywhere on the periodic table of
elements?
The Letter J
866 Some cogs are tigs. All tigs are bons. Some bons are pabs. Some pabs are tigs. Therefore, cogs
are definitely pabs.--- TRUE or FALSE?
False Some cogs may be pabs, but not definitely all of them
867 2, 3, 5, 9, 17, _ What is the next number in the sequence?
33
868 Two grandmothers, with their two granddaughters; Two husbands, with their two wives; Two
fathers, with their two daughters; Two mothers, with their two sons; Two maidens, with their two
mothers; Two sisters, with their two brothers; Yet only six in all lie buried here; All born legitimate,
from incest clear
Two widows each had a son, and each widow married the son of the other and then each
had a daughter
869 A prisoner is told "If you tell a lie we will hang you; if you tell the truth we will shoot you." What
can he say to save himself?
You will hang me
870 A boy has as many sisters as brothers, but each sister has only half as many sisters as brothers.
Four brothers and three sisters
871 a girl went over to the U.S. on the 4th of Julyand partied for 3 days and came back on the 4th of
July .
she went over on the date of the 4th of july and came home on the boat called the 4th of
july
872 Fred is listening to the raido when it suddenly stops playing. Nobody is with Fred and nobody
touches the radio. A few seconds later, the radio resumes playing.
Fred was driving his car through a tunnel
873 A woman who lives in new york legally married three men, she did not get divorce, get an
enollment, or legally seperate.
She is a minister
874 In 2000, a 40-year-old doctor told his son that when a little boy he decided to be a doctor by
seeing a internet web site about performing a heart transplant on a puppy with a defective heart so
that the puppy would live a normal life. I then thought that I would be a doctor so that I could help
people in a similar way. What is the defect in this story?
The internet did not exist when the doctor was a little boy
875 What is the next 3 letters in this riddle? o t t f f s s _ _ _
e n t They represent the first letter when writing the numbers one thru ten
876 I have ten or more daughters. I have less than ten daughters. I have at least one daughter. If
only one of these statements is true, how many daughters do I have?

If I have any daughters, there will always be two statements which are true Therefore, I
have no daughters
877 A hunter met two shepherds, one of whom had three loaves and the other, five loaves. All the
loaves were the same size. The three men agreed to share the eight loaves equally between them.
After they had eaten, the hunter gave the shepherds eight bronze coins as payment for his meal.
How should the two shepherds fairly divide this money?
The shepherd who had three loaves should get one coin and the shepherd who had five
loaves should get seven coins If there were eight loaves and three men, each man ate two
and two-thirds loaves So
878 A man enters an expensive restraunt and orders a meal. When the waiter brings him his meal
the man takes out a slip of paper and writes down 102004180, then leaves. The cashier hands the
slip of paper to the cashier who understood it immediately.
I =1, 0=Ought, 2=To, 0=Owe, 0=Nothing, 4=For, 1=I, 8=Ate, 0=Nothing I Ought To Owe
Nothing For I Ate Nothing 102004180
879 The names of three trees are hidden in the sentences below. The letters are in consecutive
order. Can you find them? On this farm, we get ham from a hog any time. The farmer will help in
every possible way. He faced two very similar choices, both bad.
Mahogany, pine and larch
880 You have accidently left out the plug and are attempting to fill the bath with both taps full on.
The hot tap takes 6 minutes to fill the bath. The cold tap takes 2 minutes and the water empties
through the plug hole in 4 minutes.
2 minutes and 24 seconds
881 How can this be true? Have a look at the picture. All the lines are straight, the shapes that make
up the top picture are the same as the ones in the bottom picture so where does the gap come from?
The green triangle has dimensions 2 x 5 and gradient 2 / 5 = 04 The red triangle has
dimensions 3 x 8 and gradient 3 / 8 = 0375 Hence the gradient of the green triangle is
greater than that of the
882 Suppose you want to send in the mail a valuable object to a friend. You have a box which is big
enough to hold the object. The box has a locking ring which is large enough to have a lock attached
and you have several locks with keys. However, your friend does not have the key to any lock that
you have. You cannot send the key in an unlocked box since it may be stolen or copied. How do you
send the valuable object, locked, to your friend - so it may be opened by your friend?
Send the box with a lock attached and locked Your friend attaches his or her own lock and
sends the box back to you You remove your lock and send it back to your friend Your friend
may then remove
883 You want to send a valuable object to a friend. You have a box which is more than large enough
to contain the object. You have several locks with keys. The box has a locking ring which is more
than large enough to have a lock attached. But your friend does not have the key to any lock that you
have. How do you do it? Note that you cannot send a key in an unlocked box, since it might be
copied.
Attach a lock to the ring Send it to her She attaches her own lock and sends it back You
remove your lock and send it back to her She removes her lock
884 Peter celebrated his birthday on one day, and two days later his older twin brother, Paul,
celebrated his birthday.

When the mother of the twins went into labor, she was travelling by boat The older twin,
Paul, was born first, barely on March 1st The boat then crossed a time zone, and the
younger twin was born on
885 A boy Was Born In 1955 he just had his 18th birth day today how did that happen
1955 is not the year he was born it was the hospital room he was born in
886 okay! you have 5 kids and your the mom and you gotta try to get them all into the car at
once.....Tommy and Timmy are twins but they hate eachother so they cant go together and Sarah
and Sally hate eachother too, so they cant go together and Max is gay so he can only sit by the guys
and theres only 5 seats you have to put them in order going in the car and have them sit where they
would be happy.......my friend made it up so its kinda weird
sarah, tommy, max, timmy, and then sally
887 there was a girl and her boyfriend and they got in a car crash,well they went to this world were
what they said magicly appeared.WEll ANYTHING could be wished for.And the girl wished for a
bucket of water and she told the boy tht it was half full,but the boy said NO its half empty.
Neither of them,because buckets go out word,the dont stay the smae size
888 Two men walk into a resturant by the sea and sit at the bar. Both men are covered in water.Both
men order a plate of Albatross and take one bite. After chewing and swallowing, the first man stands
up, walks outside, and shoots himself, while the other finnishes his meal.
The two men were stranded out in the ocean with a third man when they were beginning to
stave When an albatross landed on their life boat and died they finally had food but it was
not enough to feed
889 There is a man stood on top of a mountain frozen holding a peice of straw. How did he get
there?
He was with his friend in a hotair balloon when they were about to hit a mountin so they
took of there clothes to make it lighter so they would go higher but it wasnt working so
they drew straws and w
890 You are standing in front of a room with one lightbulb inside of it. You cannot see if it is on or
off. Outside the room there are 3 switches in the off positions. You may turn the switches any way
you want to. You stop turning the switches, enter the room and know which switch controls the
lightbulb. How?
You turn 2 switches "on" and leave 1 switch "off" and wait about a minute Then enter the
room, but just before you enter, turn one switch from "on" to "off" O
891 Three working women have different careers. If only one of statements 1, 2 and 3 are true, can
you tell whether or not Mary is a nurse? 1. This statement is only true if statement 5 is false. 2. This
statement is true if statements 4 or 5, or both 4 and 5 are true. 3. This statement is false only if both
statements 6 and 1 are true. 4. Mary is a nurse 5. Karen is an artist. 6. Sarah is a photographer.
Mary is not a nurse The way to solve this riddle, is to consider statements 4, 5, and 6 and
create a chart of all possible true and false answers Next, fill in the chart according to
statements 1 th
892 A man told his son that he would give him $1000 if he could accomplish the following task. The
father gave his son ten envelopes and a thousand dollars, all in one dollar bills. He told his son,
"Place the money in the envelopes in such a manner that no matter what number of dollars I ask for,
you can give me one or more of the envelopes, containing the exact amount I asked for without
having to open any of the envelopes. If you can do this, you will keep the $1000." When the father

asked for a sum of money, the son was able to give him envelopes containing the exact amount of
money asked for. How did the son distribute the money among the ten envelopes?
The contents or the ten envelopes (in dollar bills) should be as follows: $1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, 256, 489 The first nine numbers are in geometrical progression, and their sum,
deducted from 1,

short-riddles
893 What do you call two witches who live together?
Broommates!
894 There are two monkeys on a tree and one jumps off. Why does the other monkey jump too?
Monkey see monkey do
895 What goes up when the rain comes down?
An umbrella
896 Which is the only way a leopard can change his spots?
By going from one spot to another
897 When will water stop running down hill?
When it reaches the bottom
898 I have a head and a tail but no body... What am I?
A coin

easy-riddles
899 What 5 letter word typed in all capital letters can be read the same upside down?
SWIMS

short-riddles
900 What has no body and no nose?
Nobody knows
901 When is music like vegetables?
When there are two beats (beets) to the measure
902 What falls down but never breaks?
Nightfall
903 They are Dark, and always on the run. without the sun, would be none.
Shadows

904 How many of each type of animal did Moses take on the Ark?
None, it was Noah
905 What lives as long as it eats but dies when it drinks?
Fire
906 What tastes better than it smells?
A tongue
907 Why is the baseball field hot after a game?
All the fans left
908 The more you take out of me te bigger (deeper) I get. What am I?
A hole
909 Four kings of whom I am one lord. Often on deck but never on board. Though I have a large
heart, I am always seen at war. During which I always wear a suit, but never a suit of armor. Who or
what am I?
The king of hearts
910 What word is always pronounced wrong?
Wrong!
911 What do you call a baby rifle?
Son of a gun
912 Tyler had 1 pound of bricks and 1 pound of feathers. Which weighed more?
Neither because they were both 1 pound!!!
913 Which side of the turkey has the most feathers?
The outside
914 What is the longest word in the dictionary?
Smiles because it has a mile between each s!
915 A salesman sold a parrot to a man. The salesman said, "This parrot will repeat every single word
it hears." The man bought the parrot, but he found it would not speak a single word. What the
salesman said was absolutly true, however. How is this possible?
The parrot was deaf
916 I am the breath of relief and depression. What am I?
A sigh
917 I am the enemy of all that is good and right. Five letters--that is the length of my name. Remove
the first and evil I remain.
The devil (D-evil)
918 If Friday the horse goes into the park at 7:00 and on Sunday the horse goes into the park at 8:00
what is the horses name?
Friday
919 What do the rich need, and the poor have, and if you eat it you die ??
Nothing

920 What makes a pair of shoes?
Two shoes
921 How can a pants pocket be empty, but still have something in it?
It can have a hole in it!
922 A couple lived in a one story house everything in and out of the house is pink the couch was
pink, the walls were pink, even the floors. What color were the stairs?
They lived in a one story house They had no stairs!!
923 What is used to greet, and also used to describe something taller than you?
Hi
924 What is type of room has no windows, no furnature and nobody lives in it?
A mushroom
925 Voiceless it cries, Wingless flutters, Toothless bites, Mouthless mutters. What is it?
Wind
926 What gets wetter as I dries?
A towel
927 What do elfs learn in school?
The elf-abet!
928 What do outlaws eat with their milk?
Crookies
929 32 white horses on a red hill. First Chomping, then stomping, then standing still. What am I
describing?
Your Mouth
930 Noelani is outside a shop. She cant read the signs but she knows she needs to go in to make a
purchase. What store is she at?
Eye glasses store
931 Tuesday, Bill and Jim went to a restaurant they ordered and ate their food and stuff like that.
Then they paid the bill, but neither Bill nor Jim paid the bill. Who did?
Tuesday did because in english to say a day you say "on" before the day!!!
932 How do cowboys ride steers?
With Steer-ing wheels
933 Slippery, wet and greasy, when its in its easy, when it out it jumps about, slippery wet and
greasy. What am I?
A Fish
934 When are boys like bears?
When bare-footed
935 The sharp slim blade, that cuts the wind.
A blade of grass

936 If I am coloured, I smell, if I am burned, I smell, orange and yellow will melt me. What am I?
A Candle
937 What instrument plays from the heart?
The lungs
938 A policeman bursts through the door, and he finds exactly what the caller described. A man is
hanging from the ceiling of the house. There was no furniture, no windows and the man was not
psychically killed, or poisoned. The only thing the policeman found was a puddle of water. How did
the man hang himself?
He stood on an ice cube to hang himself, which was slow and painful
939 Each clue leads to a word beginning with B.A.T. 1. A BAT used by an orchestra conductor. 2.
This BAT fight crime. 3. A BAT that you soak in. 4. Which BAT stores electricity? 5. This naval BAT
sails the sea. What are the answers?
1 BATon 2 BATman 3 BATh 4 BATtery 5 BATtle ship
940 How is a person in jail like a sinking ship?
Both want to be bailed out
941 Who is the meanest goat in the west?
Billy the Kid
942 What has roots that shows, up, up, up it goes but yet it never grows?
A Mountain
943 I am wet when drying. What am I?
A towel
944 Old nanny goat in a long petticoat, the longer she stands, the shorter she grows. What is she?
A Lit Candle
945 Why were the tennis players arrested?
Because they had racquets
946 There was a man who everybody called Batman he knew nothing about bats and thought they
were gross. He still loved it when people called him Batman! How could this be?
He was the star baseball player!
947 Two teams were playing soccer against each other. One player from Team One scored a hat
trick (triple goal). Their teammates were very happy. But when he scored the fourth goal,their
teammates scolded him instead. How could this be possible?
The player scored an own goal
948 The one who has it does not keep it. It is large and small. It is any shape.
A gift
949 There was a woman who lived in a pink house. She had a one story pink house. How many stairs
did she have?
None There was only one floor
950 What can be lost, but not returned?
Fire

951 What is dressed when night falls and undressed when day breaks?
fire
952 What exists but no-body can enter and is unreachable in life?
Heaven
953 Bob fell over 30 feet but there was not a scratch, bruise, or broken bone. He did not get hurt at
all. How is that possible?
He fell over 30 peoples feet at the movie theaters
954 What is the noblest musical instrument?
An upright piano
955 How do you make a strawberry shake?
Tell it a scary story!
956 When is a bright idea like a clock?
When it strikes one
957 How do you divide 10 apples into 11 people?
You make applesauce
958 There was a green house in the green house was a white house in that white house was a red
house in that red house where eggs. What is it?
A watermelon
959 After sneaking in the abode, had he met this influential figure, he would cut his carpus, he
thought to himself, who was he?
Parents
960 Who was the most famous cat in the wild west?
Kit-ty Carson
961 People often look at me, especially kids. Although I have harmful light, they still look at me until
they are blind. I was not used by kids when they are in school or when they do not get good results
for their exams. What am I?
A tablet
962 I am the symbol of prying and meddling, for I smell fish that is worth a roundabout fish to fry.
What am I?
A nose
963 What is a pirates favorite word?
Arrgh
964 There is a girl named Elise Rose. 2 visitors come to her home and ask "where is Elise Rose?"
Where is she?
In the Garden!
965 What take longer run through. 1st and 2nd or 2nd and 3rd?
2nd and 3rd because you have to go through a shortstop
966 What is the next letter? W, I, T, N, ..?

L!
967 What shows do prisoners like to put on?
A cell-out (sell out)
968 If batman is going somewhere then what is it when it comes back?
Batman Returns
969 Why does this light shine?
It was turned on
970 What in the dawn has 4 legs in the afternoon has 2 and in the dusk has 3.
Man
971 What game has a black dragon?
Skool of dragons
972 You can get fooled by me and you have no clue what you are doing, you can see them day and
night. What am I?
A sign
973 I am something, I kiss my momma before i die. What am I?
A matchstick
974 Why did W reject U?
Because 3 is a crowd!
975 You and four other people robbed a bank for 200,000,000 dollars you evenly split the money for
every person you get 25% of the money how much do you get.
You get a 100% cut because 25% x 4 = 100%
976 There is 10 birds on a branch, a man shot 5 of them. How many were left?
Zero, because when birds see someone coming or hear something they fly away
977 When does one become soured?
When he is in a pickle
978 What chins are never shaved?
Sea Urchins
979 What kind of personality disorder does Venterloquin have when he had a conversation with his
partner? Venterloquin: partner is it you that kill my friend out of jealousy? If so , I understand
forgive me partner for hanging much more time on him than to you my dear partner. Muppet: No
partner, it is you who kill your friend after you caught your wife red handed while she is cheating at
your back.
Split personality or Associative Identity Disorder
980 What has an eye but can not see?
A needle
981 The more you dry yourself with me the more I get wet. What am I?
A towel

982 What islands should have good singers?
The Canary islands
983 Who is a painstaking man?
The dentist
984 What is 1 animal that can see at night but blinded at day?
A bat and 1=a
985 I shoot, I kill bad guys and zombies. What game is it?
Call of duty black ops
986 An american guy died and went to hell. What were his last words?
Hell-O (Hello)
987 A man called 911 and said he saw a masked man, the police said where are you? They said 3325
Quader Street, when the police went there, they never came back. Why?
The man who called is the masked man
988 Why is a bubble like a bruise?
Because it comes from a blow
989 Which has more tails? A. 1 Dog B. 2 Dogs C. 3 Dogs D. No Dog
D No Dog NO dog has more tails!
990 Why are artist no good in sports matches?
Because they keep drawing
991 What does a raven have to do with a desk?
I honestly have no idea!!
992 Why did the prison about to get hanged say when he got pardoned?
"No noose is good noose"
993 How did the sheriff find the missing barber?
He combed the town
994 What is a comedians favourite food?
Cheese! Get it, cheesy jokes Plz comment!
995 I am something, I am endless as chain. Once you have me you are bound for life but young girls
want me. What am I?
A wedding ring
996 What is the only common four-letter English word that ends in the suffix -eny?
Deny
997 On which side of a church is the graveyard always situated?
On the outside, of course
998 When are eyes not eyes?
When the wind makes them water
999 What is the difference between the North Pole and the South Pole?

All the difference in the world
1000 What did the robber get his wife for her birthday?
A stole
1001 Place three matches on a table. Tell a friend to add two more matches to make eight.
Add two matches to make a roman numeral eight
1002 When is a clock dangerous?
When it runs down and strikes
1003 What is the time-piece, That needs no winding?
A rooster
1004 When is a man like a snake?
When he gets rattled
1005 Why is a ferry boat like a good rule?
Because it works both ways
1006 Why is a dirty rug like a bad boy?
Both need beating
1007 What is a bare-faced liar?
One without whiskers
1008 What does the artist like to draw best?
His salary
1009 When is a ship at sea not on the water?
When she is on fire
1010 Always invisible, yet never out of sight.
The letters I & S
1011 A man walked in to a bar and asked for a glass of water the bar man took out a gun and poined
it at him the man who asked for the glass of water just smiled and walked away happy Why?
He had the hicupps
1012 Who always enjoys poor health?
A doctor
1013 What kind of goose fights with snakes?
A mongoose
1014 Why was the fisherman arrested?
For packing a rod
1015 What kind of money do vampires use?
Blood money!
1016 How do you make a strawberry shake?
Introduce it to Jesse James

1017 What did Obi Wan say to Anakin during the fancy banquet?
Use the forks
1018 little Nancy Ettistoat, in a white pettiecoat and a red nose, the longer she stands, the shorter
she grows!
a candle
1019 Why did the jelly roll?
It saw the apple turn over
1020 When may a man call his wife "honey"?
When she has a comb in her hair
1021 What is the difference between a deer fleeing from hunters and a midget witch?
One is a hunted stag and the other a stunted hag
1022 When is a bump like a hat?
When it is felt
1023 What does a stone become when in the water?
A whetstone
1024 What is that which never uses its teeth for eating purposes?
A comb
1025 What is the best thing to put into pies?
Your teeth
1026 What animal would you get crossed a duck, a beaver, and an otter?
A platypus
1027 Why is coffee like an axe with a dull edge?
Because it must be ground before it is used
1028 Which is the oldest tree?
The elder
1029 What is the difference between a hungry man and a glutton?
One longs to eat and the other eats too long
1030 When was pork first introduced into the Navy?
When Noah brought Ham into the ark
1031 What is yellow, looks like the moon and has seeds?
A Banana
1032 What is bought by the yard and worn by the foot?
Carpet
1033 With what two animals do you always go to bed?
Two calves
1034 How can you catch a unique rabbit?
You (s)neak up on it

1035 Where do butterflies sleep?
On Caterpillows!
1036 What animal probably likes doors?
A doormouse
1037 How do hangmen keep up with current events?
They read the noose-paper
1038 When are you most likely to see through a man?
When he has a pain (pane) in his stomach
1039 What did the pen say to the paper?
Lets run away and WRITE
1040 How far is it from March to June?
A single spring
1041 What country would you send a man to for his appetite?
To Hungary
1042 What is the difference between a lady and a postage stamp?
One is female, the other is mail-fee
1043 Which is the largest room in the world?
The room for improvement
1044 Why is your eye like a boy being whipped?
It is under the lash
1045 Spell "enemy" in three letters.
FOE
1046 Pregnant every time you see her, yet she never will give birth. What is it?
Full Moon
1047 What did the hangman get his wife for her birthday?
A Choker
1048 Why is it that Snoop Dogg needs an umbrella?
because of the drizzle
1049 Thirty white horses on a red hill, First they champ, Then they stamp, Then they stand still.
Teeth
1050 Whoever makes it, tells it not. Whoever takes it, knows it not. And whoever knows it wants it
not
Counterfeit money
1051 What number squared = 12345678987654321?
111,111,111
1052 Who spends the day at the window, goes to the table for meals and hides at night?
A fly

riddles-for-adults
1053 There is a dead man in the middle of a field, nothing is around him and there are no footprints
of any sort. There is an unopened package next to him. How did he die? HINT: As he approached the
field he knew he was going to die.
Failed Parachute
1054 One is to three as three is to five and five is to four and four is the magic number.
One has three letters in the word three has five letters in it five has four letters and four
has four letters in it (if you try more numbers they will always come back to the number
four: so four is the magic number)
1055 What do you call a three humped camel?
Pregnant
1056 A man was born in 1898 He is still alive now at the age 33 How is this possible ?
he was born in room 1898 in the hospital
1057 As I was going to the mall I met a man with seven wives, Each wive held two bags, Each bag
held a mother cat, Each mother cat had six babies,
One! As I was going to the mall I met a man
1058 There was a man who was born before his father, killed his mother, and married his sister. Yet,
there was nothing wrong with what he had done. Why?
His father was in front of him when he was born, therefore he was born before him His
mother died while giving birth to him Finally, he grew up to be a minister and married his
sister at her ceremony
1059 A man is discovered dead sitting at his desk, alone in the locked office. He did not commit
suicide and there was no weapons in the room. The only clue is a sealed envelope on the desk in
front of him.
The envelope glue was poisoned and when the man licked the envelope to seal it, he died
1060 In a contest, four fruits (an apple, a banana, an orange, and a pear) have been placed in four
closed boxes (one fruit per box). People may guess which fruit is in which box. 123 people
participate in the contest. When the boxes are opened, it turns out that 43 people have guessed none
of the fruits correctly, 39 people have guessed one fruit correctly, and 31 people have guessed two
fruits correctly.
It is not possible to guess only three fruits correctly: the fourth fruit is then correct too! So
nobody has guessed three fruits correctly and 123-43-39-31 = 10 people have guessed four
fruits correctly
1061 How is it possible to always find what your looking for in the last place you look?
If you find what your are looking for then you would stop looking so it would be in the last
place you look
1062 I am slim and tall, Many find me desirable and appealing. They touch me and I give a false
good feeling. Once I shine in splendor, But only once and then no more. For many I am "to die for".
What am I?
A Cigarette

1063 You are right next to a river and have a 5 gallon container and a 3 gallon container. You need
to measure out 4 gallons of water.
You fill up the 3 gallon container and pour the 3 gallons into the 5 gallon container You fill
the 3 gallon container back up, and pour it into the 5 gallon container You empty the 5
gallon container and pour the 1 gallon left in the 3 gallon container into the five gallon
container Then you fill the 3 gallon container back up and pour it into the 5 gallon
container and you have 4 gallons
1064 What did the hangman get his wife for her birthday?
A Choker
1065 A large truck is crossing a bridge 1 mile long. The bridge can only hold 14000 lbs, which is the
exact weight of the truck. The truck makes it half way across the bridge and stops. A bird lands on
the truck. Does the bridge collapse? Give a reason.
No it does not collapse Because it has driven a half mile - you would subtract the gas used
from the total weight of the truck
1066 What three letters change a girl into a woman?
A Kiss
1067 A traveler came to the river side, with a donkey bearing an obelisk. But he did not venture to
ford the tide, for he had too good an *.
Stable
1068 As a whole, I am both safe and secure. Behead me, and I become a place of meeting. Behead
me again, and I am the partner of ready. Restore me, and I become the domain of beasts.
The Letter J
1069 Lighter than what I am made of, More of me is hidden than is seen. What am I?
An iceberg
1070 Some cogs are tigs. All tigs are bons. Some bons are pabs. Some pabs are tigs. Therefore, cogs
are definitely pabs.--- TRUE or FALSE?
False Some cogs may be pabs, but not definitely all of them
1071 Where is there is no south, west, nor east, and weather not fit for man or beast
The South Pole
1072 As a whole, I am both safe and secure. Behead me, and I become a place of meeting. Behead
me again, and I am the partner of ready. Restore me, and I become the domain of beasts.
A Stable
1073 What word is spelled the same way front and backwards?
Racecar is racecar backwards
1074 Why is it that Snoop Dogg needs an umbrella?
because of the drizzle
1075 2, 3, 5, 9, 17, _ What is the next number in the sequence?
33
1076 If someone robbed you in the shower, what would you be?
An eye wetness

1077 Two grandmothers, with their two granddaughters; Two husbands, with their two wives; Two
fathers, with their two daughters; Two mothers, with their two sons; Two maidens, with their two
mothers; Two sisters, with their two brothers; Yet only six in all lie buried here; All born legitimate,
from incest clear
Two widows each had a son, and each widow married the son of the other and then each
had a daughter
1078 A prisoner is told "If you tell a lie we will hang you; if you tell the truth we will shoot you."
What can he say to save himself?
You will hang me
1079 If you can buy 1 for $1, 14 for $2, and 145 for $3, what are you buying?
House numbers
1080 A headless man had a letter to write; It was read by a man who had lost his sight. The dumb
repeated it word for word; And deaf was he who listened and heard.
The letter in question is the letter "O" It is zero The man had nothing to write The blind
could read nothing The person who was dumb could repeat nothing The deaf man listened
and heard nothing
1081 There where 5 men travling down a road and it started to rain and 4 men sped up, the 5th did
not, but they all arived at the same place at the same time but all of them were wet besides the 5th
he was dead in a coffin
1082 a girl went over to the U.S. on the 4th of Julyand partied for 3 days and came back on the 4th
of July .
she went over on the date of the 4th of july and came home on the boat called the 4th of
july
1083 Fred is listening to the raido when it suddenly stops playing. Nobody is with Fred and nobody
touches the radio. A few seconds later, the radio resumes playing.
Fred was driving his car through a tunnel
1084 A woman who lives in new york legally married three men, she did not get divorce, get an
enollment, or legally seperate.
She is a minister
1085 WYISDERSOMENIMORORSIZASIZDENDERISORSIZ? What does this say?
Why is there so many more horses asses than there is horses?
1086 Thirty white horses on a red hill, First they champ, Then they stamp, Then they stand still.
Teeth
1087 Whoever makes it, tells it not. Whoever takes it, knows it not. And whoever knows it wants it
not
Counterfeit money
1088 In 2000, a 40-year-old doctor told his son that when a little boy he decided to be a doctor by
seeing a internet web site about performing a heart transplant on a puppy with a defective heart so
that the puppy would live a normal life. I then thought that I would be a doctor so that I could help
people in a similar way. What is the defect in this story?
The internet did not exist when the doctor was a little boy

1089 What is the next 3 letters in this riddle? o t t f f s s _ _ _
e n t They represent the first letter when writing the numbers one thru ten
1090 A hunter met two shepherds, one of whom had three loaves and the other, five loaves. All the
loaves were the same size. The three men agreed to share the eight loaves equally between them.
After they had eaten, the hunter gave the shepherds eight bronze coins as payment for his meal.
How should the two shepherds fairly divide this money?
The shepherd who had three loaves should get one coin and the shepherd who had five
loaves should get seven coins If there were eight loaves and three men, each man ate two
and two-thirds loaves So the first shepherd gave the hunter one-third of a loaf and the
second shepherd gave the hunter two and one-third loaves The shepherd who gave onethird of a loaf should get one coin and the one who gave seven-thirds of a loaf should get
seven coins
1091 A boy leaves home in the morning to go to school. At the moment he leaves the house he looks
at the clock in the mirror. The clock has no number indication and for this reason the boy makes a
mistake in interpreting the time (mirror-image). Just assuming the clock must be out of order, the
boy cycles to school, where he arrives after twenty minutes. At that moment the clock at school
shows a time that is two and a half hours later than the time that the boy saw on the clock at home.
The difference between the real time and the time of the mirror image is two hours and ten
minutes (two and a half hours, minus the twenty minutes of cycling) Therefore, the
original time on the clock at home that morning could only have been five minutes past
seven: The difference between these clocks is exactly 2 hours and ten minutes (note that
also five minutes past one can be mirrored in a similar way, but this is not in the morning!)
Conclusion: The boy reaches school at five minutes past seven plus twenty minutes of
cycling, which is twenty-five minutes past seven!
1092 The word
F<strong>A</strong>C<strong>E</strong>T<strong>IOU</strong>SL<strong>Y</strong>
contains the six vowels, A-E-I-O-U and Y, in their alphabetical order. Can you find another English
word that does the same?
The word is abstemiously There may be others
1093 Suppose you want to send in the mail a valuable object to a friend. You have a box which is big
enough to hold the object. The box has a locking ring which is large enough to have a lock attached
and you have several locks with keys. However, your friend does not have the key to any lock that
you have. You cannot send the key in an unlocked box since it may be stolen or copied. How do you
send the valuable object, locked, to your friend - so it may be opened by your friend?
Send the box with a lock attached and locked Your friend attaches his or her own lock and
sends the box back to you You remove your lock and send it back to your friend Your friend
may then remove the lock she or he put on and open the box
1094 A boy Was Born In 1955 he just had his 18th birth day today how did that happen
1955 is not the year he was born it was the hospital room he was born in
1095 okay! you have 5 kids and your the mom and you gotta try to get them all into the car at
once.....Tommy and Timmy are twins but they hate eachother so they cant go together and Sarah
and Sally hate eachother too, so they cant go together and Max is gay so he can only sit by the guys
and theres only 5 seats you have to put them in order going in the car and have them sit where they
would be happy.......my friend made it up so its kinda weird
sarah, tommy, max, timmy, and then sally

1096 there was a girl and her boyfriend and they got in a car crash,well they went to this world were
what they said magicly appeared.WEll ANYTHING could be wished for.And the girl wished for a
bucket of water and she told the boy tht it was half full,but the boy said NO its half empty.
Neither of them,because buckets go out word,the dont stay the smae size
1097 Two men walk into a resturant by the sea and sit at the bar. Both men are covered in
water.Both men order a plate of Albatross and take one bite. After chewing and swallowing, the first
man stands up, walks outside, and shoots himself, while the other finnishes his meal.
The two men were stranded out in the ocean with a third man when they were beginning to
stave When an albatross landed on their life boat and died they finally had food but it was
not enough to feed all three of them They drew straws and the looser was killed and eaten
They mixed up the human meat and the albatross meat so neither person would know what
they were eating After being rescued, the friends went to eat real Albatross and the man
who killed himself realized that he was the one that ate his friend
1098 There is a man stood on top of a mountain frozen holding a peice of straw. How did he get
there?
He was with his friend in a hotair balloon when they were about to hit a mountin so they
took of there clothes to make it lighter so they would go higher but it wasnt working so
they drew straws and who ever had the shortest straw would have to jump out so he was the
one who picked the shortest straw
1099 You are standing in front of a room with one lightbulb inside of it. You cannot see if it is on or
off. Outside the room there are 3 switches in the off positions. You may turn the switches any way
you want to. You stop turning the switches, enter the room and know which switch controls the
lightbulb. How?
You turn 2 switches "on" and leave 1 switch "off" and wait about a minute Then enter the
room, but just before you enter, turn one switch from "on" to "off" Once in the room, feel
the lightbulb - if it is warm, but off, it has to be the last switch you turned off If it is on, it
has to be the switch left on If it is cold and is off, it has to be the switch you left in the off
position

difficult-riddles
1100 You can carry it everywhere you go, and it does not get heavy. What is it?
Your name
1101 Name an eight letter word that has kst in the middle, in the beginning, and at the end.
Inkstand - kst is in the middle "In" is the beginning, and "and" ends the word
1102 There was a man who was born before his father, killed his mother, and married his sister. Yet,
there was nothing wrong with what he had done. Why?
His father was in front of him when he was born, therefore he was born before him His
mother died while giving birth to him Finally, he grew up to be a minister and married his
sister at her ceremony
1103 In a contest, four fruits (an apple, a banana, an orange, and a pear) have been placed in four
closed boxes (one fruit per box). People may guess which fruit is in which box. 123 people
participate in the contest. When the boxes are opened, it turns out that 43 people have guessed none

of the fruits correctly, 39 people have guessed one fruit correctly, and 31 people have guessed two
fruits correctly.
It is not possible to guess only three fruits correctly: the fourth fruit is then correct too! So
nobody has guessed three fruits correctly and 123-43-39-31 = 10 people have guessed four
fruits correctly
1104 What is the difference between a school boy studying and a farmer watching his cattle?
One is stocking his mind, while the other is minding his stock
1105 A prisoner is told "If you tell a lie we will hang you; if you tell the truth we will shoot you."
What can he say to save himself?
You will hang me
1106 A boy has as many sisters as brothers, but each sister has only half as many sisters as brothers.
Four brothers and three sisters
1107 (A) Use two digits to make the smallest possible positve intiger.
(A) 1 X 1; 1/1;2/2;ect;1-0;2-1;and many others
1108 What word starting with BR, that with the addition of the letter E, becomes another word that
sounds the same as the first?
Braking becomes Breaking
1109 Marking mortal privation, when firmly in place. An enduring summation, inscribed in my face.
A Tombstone
1110 Whoever makes it, tells it not. Whoever takes it, knows it not. And whoever knows it wants it
not
Counterfeit money
1111 In 2000, a 40-year-old doctor told his son that when a little boy he decided to be a doctor by
seeing a internet web site about performing a heart transplant on a puppy with a defective heart so
that the puppy would live a normal life. I then thought that I would be a doctor so that I could help
people in a similar way. What is the defect in this story?
The internet did not exist when the doctor was a little boy
1112 What is the next 3 letters in this riddle? o t t f f s s _ _ _
e n t They represent the first letter when writing the numbers one thru ten
1113 Two cyclists began a training run, one starting from Moscow and the other starting from
Simferopol.
The cyclists took 6 hours to meet The fly traveled 6*30=180 miles
1114 I have ten or more daughters. I have less than ten daughters. I have at least one daughter. If
only one of these statements is true, how many daughters do I have?
If I have any daughters, there will always be two statements which are true Therefore, I
have no daughters
1115 A hunter met two shepherds, one of whom had three loaves and the other, five loaves. All the
loaves were the same size. The three men agreed to share the eight loaves equally between them.
After they had eaten, the hunter gave the shepherds eight bronze coins as payment for his meal.
How should the two shepherds fairly divide this money?
The shepherd who had three loaves should get one coin and the shepherd who had five

loaves should get seven coins If there were eight loaves and three men, each man ate two
and two-thirds loaves So the first shepherd gave the hunter one-third of a loaf and the
second shepherd gave the hunter two and one-third loaves The shepherd who gave onethird of a loaf should get one coin and the one who gave seven-thirds of a loaf should get
seven coins
1116 You can use me to stop,
Brake/ Break
1117 A boy presses a side of a blue pencil to a side of a yellow pencil, holding both pencils vertically.
One inch of the pressed side of the blue pencil, measuring from its lower end, is smeared with paint.
The yellow pencil is held steady while the boy slides the blue pencil down 1 inch, continueing to
press it against the yellow one. He returns the blue pencil to its former position, then again it slides
down 1 inch. He continues until he has lowered the blue pencil 5 times and raised it 5 times- 10
moves in all.
At the start, 1inch of the yellow pencil gets smeared with wet paint As the blue pencil is
moved downward, a second inch of the blue pencils smears a second inch of the yellow
pencil
1118 Not far off shore a ship stands with a rope ladder hanging over her side. The rope has 10
rungs. The distance between each rung is 12 inches. The lowest rung touches the water. The ocean
is calm. Because of the incoming tide, the surface of the water rises 4 inches per hour. How soon will
the water cover the third rung from the top rung of the rope ladder?
When a problem deals with a physical phenonmenon, the phenonmenon should be
considered as well as the numbers given As the water rises, so does the rope ladder The
water will never cover the rung
1119 Can you divide the watch face with 2 straight lines so that the sums of the sums of the numbers
in each part are equal?
The sum of the numbers on the watch face is 78 If the two lines cross, there must be 4
equal parts, but 78 is not divisible by 4 Then the lines do not cross, giving three parts with
the sum of 26 each Once you see the pairs on the face that add to 13(12+1,11+2, and so
far) the answer will be easy to find
1120 The title of the problem tells you how to approach these four questions.
(A) Neither
1121 Express 100 with 5 1s. Express 100 three ways with five 5s. You can use brackets, parentheses
and these signs +,-,X, /
111-11=100
1122 As I traveled up and down our great glorious country, I found myself in a place where the
tempature goes up sharply in the day and down at night. This had an effect on my watch, I noticed it
was 1/2 a minute faster at nightfall, but at dawn it had lost 1/3 minute, making it only 1/6 minute
fast.
In 24 hours the watch gained 1/2-1/3= 1/6 minute It would seem it would be 5 minutes fast
in 5 X 6= 30 days; that is,the morning of May 31 But already on the morning of May 28 the
was 27/6= 4 1/2 minutes fast At the close of the day the watch gained 1/2 minute more, so
it was 5 minutes fast on may 28
1123 An alarm clock runs 4 minutes slow every hour. It was set right 3 1/2 hours ago. Now another
clock which is correct shows noon.

In 3 1/2 hours the alarm clock has become 14 minutes slow At noon the alarm clock will
fall behind approximently an additional minute Its hands will show noon in 15 minutes
1124 The names of three trees are hidden in the sentences below. The letters are in consecutive
order. Can you find them? On this farm, we get ham from a hog any time. The farmer will help in
every possible way. He faced two very similar choices, both bad.
Mahogany, pine and larch
1125 I am a perching barrel, filled with meat, Taking hits from leaps and dives. Look inside, but do
not eat, The meat in there is still alive!
A thimble on a finger
1126 One sunny afternoon, three men go for a ride on a hot air balloon over the Sahara desert. An
hour into the trip, the balloon begins to lose altitude. A month later, someone found one of the
ballooners laying on the desert sand dead, naked, and holding half a toothpick. What happened to
him?
As the balloon lost altitude, the men took of their clothes and threw them overboard to
decrease the weight of the balloon The balloon continued to drop so the men drew straws
to see who would be forced to jump The dead man in the desert drew the shortest one (the
half toothpick)
1127 A boy leaves home in the morning to go to school. At the moment he leaves the house he looks
at the clock in the mirror. The clock has no number indication and for this reason the boy makes a
mistake in interpreting the time (mirror-image). Just assuming the clock must be out of order, the
boy cycles to school, where he arrives after twenty minutes. At that moment the clock at school
shows a time that is two and a half hours later than the time that the boy saw on the clock at home.
The difference between the real time and the time of the mirror image is two hours and ten
minutes (two and a half hours, minus the twenty minutes of cycling) Therefore, the
original time on the clock at home that morning could only have been five minutes past
seven: The difference between these clocks is exactly 2 hours and ten minutes (note that
also five minutes past one can be mirrored in a similar way, but this is not in the morning!)
Conclusion: The boy reaches school at five minutes past seven plus twenty minutes of
cycling, which is twenty-five minutes past seven!
1128 Ben walked into a hardware store and asked the price of some items. The salesman said: One
costs $1, Eight costs $1, Seventeen cost $2, One hundred four costs $3 and One thousand seventy
two costs $4. What was Ben buying?
Ben was buying home address numbers and they cost $1 per digit
1129 A watchmaker was telephoned urgently to make a house call to replace the broken hands on a
clock. He was sik so he sent his apprentice.
As the problem says the apprentice mixed up the hands so that the minute hand was short
and the hour hand was long
1130 A man phoned his daughter to ask her to buy a few things he needed for a trip. He told her she
would find enough dollar bills for the purchase in an envolope on his desk. She found the note with
98 written on it.
(A) $4 She had read 86 upside down
1131 A soccer fan, upset by the defeat of his favorite team, slept restlessly. In his dream a
goalkeeper was practicing in a large unfurnished room, tossing a soccer ball against the wall and
then catching it.

If the ping-pong ball rolls flush against the wall, the cast-iron ball cannot crush it
1132 You have accidently left out the plug and are attempting to fill the bath with both taps full on.
The hot tap takes 6 minutes to fill the bath. The cold tap takes 2 minutes and the water empties
through the plug hole in 4 minutes.
2 minutes and 24 seconds
1133 The king dies and two men, the true heir and an impostor, both claim to be his long-lost son.
Both fit the description of the rightful heir: about the right age, height, coloring and general
appearance. Finally, one of the elders proposes a test to identify the true heir. One man agrees to
the test while the other flatly re-fuses. The one who agreed is immediately sent on his way, and the
one who re-fused is correctly identified as the rightful heir. Can you figure out why?
The test was a blood test The elder remembered that the true prince was a hemophiliac
1134 Some say we are red, some say we are green. Some play us, some spray us.
Pepper
1135 My first is a creature whose breeding is unclear. My second, a price you must pay. My whole
can be found in the river of Time and refers to events of today. What am I?
Current
1136 Many-manned scud-thumper, Maker of worn wood, Shrub-ruster, Sky-mocker, Rave! Portly
pusher, Wind-slave.
The ocean!
1137 An eye in a blue face Saw an eye in a green face. "That eye is like to this eye" Said the first eye,
"But in low place Not in high place."
The sun on the daisies
1138 How can this be true? Have a look at the picture. All the lines are straight, the shapes that
make up the top picture are the same as the ones in the bottom picture so where does the gap come
from?
The green triangle has dimensions 2 x 5 and gradient 2 / 5 = 04 The red triangle has
dimensions 3 x 8 and gradient 3 / 8 = 0375 Hence the gradient of the green triangle is
greater than that of the red triangle
1139 The word FACETIOUSLY contains the six vowels, A-E-I-O-U and Y, in their alphabetical order.
Can you find another English word that does the same?
The word is abstemiously There may be others
1140 Suppose you want to send in the mail a valuable object to a friend. You have a box which is big
enough to hold the object. The box has a locking ring which is large enough to have a lock attached
and you have several locks with keys. However, your friend does not have the key to any lock that
you have. You cannot send the key in an unlocked box since it may be stolen or copied. How do you
send the valuable object, locked, to your friend - so it may be opened by your friend?
Send the box with a lock attached and locked Your friend attaches his or her own lock and
sends the box back to you You remove your lock and send it back to your friend Your friend
may then remove the lock she or he put on and open the box
1141 A student zips on his scooter to ride to the train station to get to college. His home is close to
two stops; the first one is a mile from home, and the second is two miles from home in the opposite
direction. In the morning, he always gets on at the first stop and in the afternoon, he always gets off

at the second one.
The sations and his home are on a hill, which allows him to ride down easily on his scooter
1142 Rearrange all the letters in each of the sentences to form, in each case, a well known proverb.
1 Time and tide wait for no man
1143 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
35/70 + 148/296 = 1
1144 Oh, what a surprise! Oh, what a miracle! It sprouted without a seed, It stood without a trunk.
The world
1145 I like indigo but not blue, I like onions but not turnips, I like forms but not shapes. According to
the same rule, do I like tomatoes or avocados?
Avocadoes - I like all things that start with a preposition
1146 The hand sows, the eyes harvest?
To read and to write
1147 Hickory-Dickory-Dock! The mouse ran up the clock. The clock struck one and down did come.
Hickory-Dickory-Dock!
A guillotine
1148 You want to send a valuable object to a friend. You have a box which is more than large enough
to contain the object. You have several locks with keys. The box has a locking ring which is more
than large enough to have a lock attached. But your friend does not have the key to any lock that you
have. How do you do it? Note that you cannot send a key in an unlocked box, since it might be
copied.
Attach a lock to the ring Send it to her She attaches her own lock and sends it back You
remove your lock and send it back to her She removes her lock
1149 I can come in a can,
Beet/Beat
1150 What number squared = 12345678987654321?
111,111,111
1151 Peter celebrated his birthday on one day, and two days later his older twin brother, Paul,
celebrated his birthday.
When the mother of the twins went into labor, she was travelling by boat The older twin,
Paul, was born first, barely on March 1st The boat then crossed a time zone, and the
younger twin was born on February the 28th In a leap year the younger twin celebrates his
birthday two days before his older brother
1152 A boy Was Born In 1955 he just had his 18th birth day today how did that happen
1955 is not the year he was born it was the hospital room he was born in
1153 The answer I give is yes, but what I mean is no. What was the question?
Do you mind?
1154 My first is often at the front door. My second is found in the cereal family. My third is what
most people want. My whole is one of the United States.
Matrimoney (mat + rye + money) Matrimony is certainly a "united state"!

1155 okay! you have 5 kids and your the mom and you gotta try to get them all into the car at
once.....Tommy and Timmy are twins but they hate eachother so they cant go together and Sarah
and Sally hate eachother too, so they cant go together and Max is gay so he can only sit by the guys
and theres only 5 seats you have to put them in order going in the car and have them sit where they
would be happy.......my friend made it up so its kinda weird
sarah, tommy, max, timmy, and then sally
1156 Who spends the day at the window, goes to the table for meals and hides at night?
A fly
1157 Two men walk into a resturant by the sea and sit at the bar. Both men are covered in
water.Both men order a plate of Albatross and take one bite. After chewing and swallowing, the first
man stands up, walks outside, and shoots himself, while the other finnishes his meal.
The two men were stranded out in the ocean with a third man when they were beginning to
stave When an albatross landed on their life boat and died they finally had food but it was
not enough to feed all three of them They drew straws and the looser was killed and eaten
They mixed up the human meat and the albatross meat so neither person would know what
they were eating After being rescued, the friends went to eat real Albatross and the man
who killed himself realized that he was the one that ate his friend
1158 When the celebrated German mathematician Karl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) was nine he
was asked to add all the integers from 1 through 100. He quickly added 1 to 100, 2 to 99, and so on
for 50 pairs of numbers each adding to 101.
The numbers can be grouped by pairs:
1159 You are standing in front of a room with one lightbulb inside of it. You cannot see if it is on or
off. Outside the room there are 3 switches in the off positions. You may turn the switches any way
you want to. You stop turning the switches, enter the room and know which switch controls the
lightbulb. How?
You turn 2 switches "on" and leave 1 switch "off" and wait about a minute Then enter the
room, but just before you enter, turn one switch from "on" to "off" Once in the room, feel
the lightbulb - if it is warm, but off, it has to be the last switch you turned off If it is on, it
has to be the switch left on If it is cold and is off, it has to be the switch you left in the off
position
1160 Two cars were involved in an accident in the center of town. The man who was driving a little
green car, had overtaken a big black car. The driver had misjudged the distance between him and
the on-coming traffic and had to swerve back in, causing the black car to swerve and crash into a
shop window. When the occupants of the cars were examined everyone in the green car was okay,
but in the black car was one dead man. However, the driver of the green car was not charged with
manslaughter, why was this so?
The black car was a hearse and was on its way to a funeral
1161 Robert and David were preparing to have a water balloon fight. "No Fair" cried Robert, "You
have 3 times as many as I do!" David said "Fine!" and gave Robert 10 more balloons. "Still not fair!"
argued Robert, "You still have twice as many as I do." How many more balloons must David give
Robert for them to have the same number?
David must give Robert another 20 water balloons, giving them each 60 Robert started
with 30 water balloons and David with 90
1162 Jack has 8 bricks 7 of them weights the same amount and one is slightly heavier. Using a
balance scale, how can Jack find the heavier brick in two weighings?

First he split them in to piles of 3, 3, and 2 bricks Then he weighs both groups of 3 with
each other If they balance he knows the brick is one of the 2 unweighed bricks and he can
weigh them to find the heaver one If the the stacks of 3 bricks do not balance, he will
weigh 2 of the 3 bricks If they balance he will know the brick left unweighed is heavier, or
if they do not balance, he will find the heavier one
1163 You are in a room that is completely bricked in on all four sides, including the ceiling and floor.
You have nothing but a mirror and a wooden table in the room with you. How do you get out?
You look in the mirror you see what you saw, you take the saw and you cut the table in half,
two halves make a whole, and you climb out the hole
1164 Three working women have different careers. If only one of statements 1, 2 and 3 are true, can
you tell whether or not Mary is a nurse? 1. This statement is only true if statement 5 is false. 2. This
statement is true if statements 4 or 5, or both 4 and 5 are true. 3. This statement is false only if both
statements 6 and 1 are true. 4. Mary is a nurse 5. Karen is an artist. 6. Sarah is a photographer.
Mary is not a nurse The way to solve this riddle, is to consider statements 4, 5, and 6 and
create a chart of all possible true and false answers Next, fill in the chart according to
statements 1 through 3 You will discover that there is only one line where only one of
statements one, two and three are true Thus, it is determined that: Statement 4 and 5 are
false and statement 6 is true
1165 I run, it runs, I stop, it runs
My watch
1166 A man told his son that he would give him $1000 if he could accomplish the following task. The
father gave his son ten envelopes and a thousand dollars, all in one dollar bills. He told his son,
"Place the money in the envelopes in such a manner that no matter what number of dollars I ask for,
you can give me one or more of the envelopes, containing the exact amount I asked for without
having to open any of the envelopes. If you can do this, you will keep the $1000." When the father
asked for a sum of money, the son was able to give him envelopes containing the exact amount of
money asked for. How did the son distribute the money among the ten envelopes?
The contents or the ten envelopes (in dollar bills) should be as follows: $1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, 256, 489 The first nine numbers are in geometrical progression, and their sum,
deducted from 1,000, gives the contents of the tenth envelope

easy-riddles
1167 What question can someone ask all day long, always get completely different answers, and yet
all the answers could be correct?
"What time is it?"
1168 What word contains all of the twenty six letters?
Alphabet
1169 Foward I am heavy, but backward I am not.
The word Ton
1170 You can touch me,
A heart

1171 There is a brother and a sister. The boy wants to visit his father in jail, and the sister wants to
visit her mother in the hospital. But they both are not allowed in the jail or hospital. All they have is
a gun. What do they do?
The boy shoots the girl, and then the boy goes to jail for attempted murder and the girl
goes to the hospital due to her injuries
1172 Why did they let the Turkey join the thanksgiving band?
Because he had the drumsticks
1173 You pick it, You peel the outside, You cook the inside, You eat the outside, And throw away the
inside. What am I?
Corn
1174 There is a clerk at the butcher shop, he is five feet ten inches tall, and he wears size 13
sneakers. He has a wife and 2 kids. What does he weigh?
Meat
1175 I go up when rain comes down. What am I?
An Umbrella
1176 What has cities, but no houses; forests, but no trees; and water, but no fish?
A map
1177 George, Helen, and Steve are drinking coffee. Bert, Karen, and Dave are drinking soda. Using
logic, is Elizabeth drinking coffee or soda?
Elizabeth is drinking coffee The letter E appears twice in her name, as it does in the names
of the others that are drinking coffee
1178 What is so delicate that saying its name breaks it?
Silence
1179 I pass before the sun, yet make no shadow. What am I?
The wind
1180 You can see me in water, but I never get wet.
A reflection
1181 I have a thousand needles but I do not sew.
A Porcupine
1182 What do you call a person who is afraid of Santa Claus?
Claustraophobic
1183 Can you write down eight eights so that they add up to one thousand?
888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 1000
1184 A man went on a trip with a fox, a goose and a sack of corn. He came upon a stream which he
had to cross and found a tiny boat to use to cross the stream. He could only take himself and one
other - the fox, the goose, or the corn - one at a time. He could not leave the fox alone with the goose
or the goose alone with the corn. How does he get all safely over the stream?
Take the goose over first and come back Then take the fox over and bring the goose back
Now take the corn over and come back alone to get the goose Take the goose over and the
job is done!

1185 What part of London is in France?
The letter N
1186 There is a bus full of people travelling over San Francisco and no one gets off the bus
throughout the journey. But when it gets to the other side there is not a single person left. How is
this possible?
They are all married
1187 I have four legs but never walk I may be covered in flowers but have no soil I hold food three
times a day but never eat a meal.
A table
1188 What is put on a table, cut, but never eaten?
A deck of cards
1189 What did the spider say to the fly on Halloween?
The web is the trick and you are the treat
1190 I have keys but no locks. I have a space but no room. You can enter, but can&rsquo;t go
outside. What am I?
I am a keyboard
1191 If there are four sheep, two dogs and one herds-men, how many feet are there?
Two Sheep have hooves; dogs have paws; only people have feet
1192 It runs and runs but can never flee. It is often watched, yet never sees. When long it brings
boredom, When short it brings fear.
Time, which is often watched when you stare at a clock
1193 Why are teddy bears never hungry?
Because they are stuffed
1194 There is a word in the English language in which the first two letters signify a male, the first
three letters signify a female, the first four signify a great man, and the whole word, a great woman.
What is the word?
Heroine
1195 What demands an answer, but asks no question?
A Telephone
1196 On a fine sunny day a ship was in the harbor. All of a sudden the ship began to sink. There was
no storm and nothing wrong with the ship yet it sank right in front of the spectators eyes. What
caused the ship to sink?
It was a Submarine
1197 A pregnant lady named her children: Dominique, Regis, Michelle, Fawn, Sophie and Lara.
What will she name her next child: Abby, Jessica, Tilly or Roxy?
Tilly Look at the first 2 letters of each name Do Re Mi Fa So La
1198 I run all around the pasture but never move. What am I?
A fence
1199 A man walks into a bar and immediately falls unconscious.

It was an iron bar!
1200 What is in you and is said to be broken without being touched, held or seen?
Your Heart
1201 Which is correct to say, "The yolk of the egg are white," or "The yolk of the egg is white?"
Neither, because egg yolks are yellow
1202 A very pretty thing am I, fluttering in the pale-blue sky. Delicate, fragile on the wing, indeed I
am a pretty thing. What am I?
I am a Butterfly
1203 If you have one pound of rocks and one pound of feathers, which one will weigh more?
They both weigh a pound
1204 There is a pink house made of bricks, a blue house made of bricks, an orange house made of
bricks. What color bricks is a greenhouse made of?
A greenhouse is made of glass or plastic, not bricks
1205 What do spanish speaking sheep say at christmas time?
Fleece Navidad
1206 What smells the best at thanksgiving dinner?
Your nose
1207 What fastens two people yet touches only one?
A wedding ring
1208 In a pond, there is a patch of lily pads. Each day, the lily pads double in size. If it takes the lily
pads 48 days to cover the whole pond, how many days does it take to cover half the pond?
47 days Whatever day the lily pads covered half the pond, the whole pond would be covered
the next day
1209 I act like a cat, I look like a cat, Yet I am not a cat. What am I?
Kitten
1210 I am a rock group that has 4 members, all of whom are dead, one of which was assasinated.
Mount Rushmore Get it, rock group?
1211 What is bigger than a grey elephant yet weighs nothing.
The elephants shadow
1212 What is the end of everything?
The letter "g"
1213 No matter how smart you are, there is one thing you will always overlook, what is it?
Your own nose
1214 A boy fell off of a 100 foot ladder, but he did not get hurt. How is this possible?
He was only on the first step
1215 What does Santa do in his garden?
Ho Ho Ho!

1216 What word is usually pronounced incorrectly?
Incorrectly
1217 Everyone has it but no one can lose it. What am I?
A shadow
1218 Where do bedtime books sleep?
Under their covers
1219 If April showers bring may flowers, what do may flowers bring?
Pilgrims
1220 What has four eyes and runs south?
The Mississippi River
1221 I look flat, but I am deep, Hidden realms I shelter. Lives I take, but food I offer. At times I am
beautiful. I can be calm, angry and turbulent. I have no heart, but offer pleasure as well as death. No
man can own me, yet I encompass what all men must have. What am I?
An ocean
1222 Jason is lying dead. He has an iron bar across his back and some food lying in front of him.
He is a mouse caught in a mousetrap
1223 What question can never be answered with a Yes?
Are you asleep?
1224 If a papa bull eats three bales of hay and a baby bull eats one bale, how much hay will a mama
bull eat?
Nothing There is no such thing as a mama bull
1225 What has 88 teeth but never brushes them?
A Piano
1226 I repeat only the last word you say. The more I repeat, the softer I got. I cannot be seen but
can be heard. What am I?
An Echo
1227 What has hands but can not clap?
A clock
1228 There is a bomb on top of a computer. Around the computer there is a phone, a hairbrush, keys
and a cup. When the explosion comes which item is destroyed first?
The bomb
1229 What is yours but more people use it more than you?
Your name
1230 What fruit has its seeds on the outside?
A strawberry!
1231 What did the hamburger buy his sweetheart?
An onion ring

1232 How do shells get around in the ocean?
A taxi crab
1233 The 22nd and 24th presidents of the United States of America had the same parents, but were
not brothers. How can this be possible?
They were the same man Grover Cleveland served two terms as president of the
UnitedStates, but the terms were not consecutive
1234 What does an aardvark like on his pizza?
Ant - chovies
1235 Marble walls as white as milk, lined with skin as soft as silk, in a fountain crystal clear, a
golden apple will appear, there is no key to this stronghold, yet theives break in and steal the gold.
What is it?
An egg
1236 As I was going to the fair, I saw a man with golden hair. He had 3 sons each with another one.
How many people were going to the fair?
One Just me because I met the others on the way to the fair
1237 What jack has a head but no body?
Jack-o-lantern
1238 You can see nothing else When you look in my face, I will look you in the eye And I will never
lie. What am I?
I am your reflection
1239 What do cheerleaders eat for breakfast?
Cheer-eee-ohs!
1240 If you have three oranges and you take away two, how many will you have?
Two The two you took
1241 If the day before yesterday is the 23rd, then what is the day after tomorrow.
The 27th
1242 "I am no sooner spoken, than broken.
Silence
1243 I run in and out of town all day and night. What am I?
A road
1244 What does everyone wait for, but when it comes, you still have to wait?
Tomorrow

